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WISZOW A TY QUITS
SENA TE; NAMES
GREENBERG PRES.
Because of what he termed '"educa tiona·1
commitments ". Student Government President Tony Wiszowaty officially resigned
last Friday. effective immediately. Wiszowaty. elected to the position last February. named as his replacement Chuck
Greenberg. formerly a Student Senator
himself.
Greenberg had been instrumental in the
operations of the C ommuter Center Committee, the group planning and programming N ISC's proposed Student Union.
Greenberg tendered his resi gnation to that
committee effective January I , 1970.
Wiszowaty was one of the two students
remaining officially in the student government, since it earlier this trimester suspended its own constitution , leaving only
President Wiszowaty and Treasurer N . Sam
Gallucci in office. The inheritance of the
Presidency would probably, under norma l
circumstances, trigger an endless constitutional debate, but, as of Monday no one
had expressed official concern about the
matter at all.

Greenberg, in an interview with PRINT
last Saturday, expressed his concern for implementing a community governance structure immediately. "We have to get all the
interested people together, so we can get to
work right away", he said.
Greenberg will be using powers which
were vested in the Presidency when the con- stitution was suspended, although Wis-----------_.:.ss:icioJtfll'iiiT:UuiiiRiE zowaty did not. First, he intends to thoroughly re-evaluate all students presently
serving on committees, to determine whether they are doing the most effective possible
jobs. He also intends to initiate a Presidential Advisory Board, consisting of six to

The staff wishes you the merriest. In the picture: Ely M. Liebow, I. Mickey Sagrillo, 2.
Dave Green, 3. Roger Bader, 4. Fred English, 5. Lynn Musson, 6. Bill Spreitzer, 7. Barb

"'-

eig lit stude nts, with the powe r to advise him
on importa nt matters. Thi s steering committee, not binding, will be set up immediately.
He was considering last weekend the revision of certain committee structures that
would bring the me1pbers of Bugg House
Square, the Concert Committee and Free
Films Committee together as one group, to
take advantage of the concerted manpower':"

Greenberg also announced that his administration will launch an investigation
into the Student Fees Allocation Committee, including " reevaluation of its
people and the committees philosophies".
He also announced that he will strive to
hold elections, the first since last Februa ry,
in that latter part of this February. Presumably, Greenberg foresees a community government in operation by then .

Sielecki, 8. Maura George, 9. Joe Wierich, 10. Cindy Dubas, II. Rick Sears, 12. Dave
Kessler, 13. Gary-Dale Stockmann, 14. Ken Davis, 15. Gene Corey, 16.

-
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" Th e th e ory of n fr ee JJr e ss is that th e
t ru t h w ill e nie rge frorn fr ee r e porting and
f r ee d is cussion , not that it will b e pre sented 1>e rfec tly nnd instnntly in any one
a ccount." - Walt e r Lip prn nn

.DISGRQNTLED GRADUATES
GRIPE.TO US
Dear Print,
As members of the December graduating
class we would like to voice our discontent,
probably along with many other graduates,
as to the selection of North Park College as
the site of the. .graduation ceremony .. After
attending the school of our choice for four
years why must we graduate from the
campus of another? Our dissatisfaction
with this situation is not just based on pride_
Why must we settle for four tickets after the

previous graduating class received 8? Are
we the victims of poor planning, or are we
discriminated against because of our late
year graduation date? We feel that we
should get at least an opportunity to graduate from a worthwhile structure like the Auditorium Theatre or Logan Square Hall or
the like.
Gary-Dale Stockman
Robert Wright

DR. GILBERT WRITES MORE
The Print sponsored a curriculum conference on Tuesday, November 25.1 This
conference was chaired by Ken Davis.
The faculty participants were Drs . Dufour, Forslev , Gilbert, Glockner, Martindale, Nissam-Sabat and Robertson. The
student participant was Jay Byron . During
the course of this conference some points
and remarks were made which I would
like to explore further.
One of the arguments raised for Progra m D by its proponents is that students
ca n "vote with their feet' against irre spons ible faculty . But, at the same time, they
a lso say that it will be the students · re s"
ponsibility more than e ver--under Program
D . or any other highly unst ru ct ured program--to seek out a nd obta in guida nce
from faculty ·members in the ir acade m ic
pursuit s. How is a n entering fres hman to
d~s tingui s h the respon si ble from th e irresponsible fac ulty? W ho wi ll protect the
stud e nt who mi stakenl y c hooses an "i rrespon s ible" fac ult y member as a coun selo r?
May be th e respons ible facu lt y sho uld publish a guide to the facu lt y with responsibility ratings.
.
L1tt us ·,suppose th a t the majorit y of the
stu dents d o manage to gra vi ta te to respo nsi ble fac ulty members for guida nce.
This, if a nything, s eems li ke a n a nti-merit
syste m . The irres pon sible fa culty membe r
,w ill s it bac k ahd d raw the same sal a ry as
the respo nsible faculty member who has
the o ne rou s load of committee and council
wqrk, researc h and publications efforts
·now further aggrava ted by a .poss ible avalanche of s tudents seeking to know wha t
course s should be taken next term ..
In answer to these questions, I have
been assured that the irresponsible faculty--tenured and otherwise--can somehow
be eliminated!

Now let us consider what Program D
actually has to offer the students. Freedom is the answer. Freedom to do what?
Drown. When the proponents of the total
freedom curriculum are asked about the
harm a student can do to himself by "copping out" for the easy A and B courses ,
their a nswer is that the student ,nust learn
to be responsible . Moreover, they continue, if the students does not learn responsibility and completes four years of college
with a worthless piece of paper, he has
only himself to blame. It seems to me that
this system of teaching responsibility is
similar to the method of teaching
swimming wherein a person is suddenly ·
thrown into a swimming pool. If he
drown s, it is ju st too bad! since he has
o nly him self to bla me .
I still be lie ve that more students will be
harmed tha n aided by a highly unst ruct u re d progr a m . T h ere a r e m ore
non-s wimmers th a n s wimmers a t N ISC
a nd I cann ot in clear co nsc ie nce say "too
bad" w hen even o ne s tude nt d rown s. I
sy mpath ize with the re spo ns ible, mature
studen t who is capable of self-guida nce
but I cannot "kiss-off" those s tudents w ho
need a st ru c tured progra m.
If I may quote from Du rant's Lessons of

PRINT SAYS:
GREENBERG HAS
WORK TODO!
Student Government may have still another chance with the appointment
of Chuck Greenberg as ~resident to create that elusive, but very necessary
community constitution.
Greenberg has stated that his intention is to work first in that vital area,
and we support this philosophy. His other ambitious campaigns to rid
existing committees of dead wood sound magnificent on paper]'•but these are
things that have been tried before, and they have been the demise of
potentially effective student leaders.
Greenberg must devote all talent and skill at his disposal to the creation of
the community document, since the faculty and administration, whose support for the effort is just as important, are presently in a highly favorable
mood. We know of no method of college governance more effective than the
community method, and the time is certainly ripe now.
We wi sh Greenberg and his aides luck. They are going to need more tha n
that.

History:

O ut of e ve ry hundred new ideas ninety-nine or mo re will probably be inferior
to the traditional re sponse whic h they propose to repl ace. No one man, however,
brilliant or well-informed, can come in one
-lifetime to such fullne ss of und e rstanding
as to safely judge and di s miss the custo ms
or institution s of his society, fo r these a re
the wisdom of generation s after centuries
of experiment in the laboratory of history .
Sincerely,
R . L. Gilbert

f •t•inion"' 1•x1,r,,,..,.., ,,I in l'H l ., T ,·diloriul"' ur,• lho!<t' of 1111· "' ii,=:11,·r"' 0111~- :ind ,lo nol ....... . ,.,.q1rilJ r, ·11,·, ·I t lw , ir""' of
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MAHER IS DISPLEASED
To the Editor of Misspelled Words:
Congratulations on your efforts in my

behalf. Villians has overcome Villains.
Does that mean the good guys have won?
J.P. Maher
Linguistics

STUDENT SUGGESTS
BOOK EXCHANGE
With another semester approaching, it
will soon be time to purchase more books.
Therefore, I would like to voice my opinion
and that of several other students I ha ve
talked to, concerning Folletts and Beck's.
We feel we are paying too much for used
books in comparison to what we get for selling our own books.
We get only half what we paid for our
books and they are resold at a nice profit. I
can give a good example of this. During the
first part of this semester 1 bought a new
book for 13-10 I Introduc tion to Music,
only to learn that I had bought the wrong
book. I returned my book which cost $4.50.
Since I had put my name in it and had underscored the first IO pages, I had to sell it as
a used book for $2 .25. Immediately I had to
buy another book so I chose a used one. The
price of the used text was $2.95 and clearly
showed parts of 3 other sales stickers. The
book I bought was completely worn out . I
would question as to how many other students have received the same ·services·. I

got less for selling a new book than I had to
pay for a worn out one.
Now, there is a workable solution. We
used it at Cumberland College when I was a
student there.
·
A small room is set up with shelves (a
large closet is sufficient). The student puts
his book he wants to sell iQ the closet. Inside
the book he puts an envelop bearing his
name and the amount he wants for the
book . The .. used book stock room" is
opened 2 or 3 hours each day and is operated by volunteer students . The prospective
buyer selects a book. pays the student worker. who seals the money in the envelope.
The envelope is then put in a small file for
the owner to pick up. If the book isn't sold
in 3 or 4 weeks the owner picks it up.
There is little work involved. as many
students on campus would be glad to volunteer I or 2 hours each month in order to
save money. There is no resource problem
Cont'd on page 8

Weli gong, this is the lost PRINT of the trimester.
You may hove noticed we decided to dedicate this
issue to Christmas. It may be a little e;,rly but Polk
Brothers sells their plastic Santo's, starting sometime _in August, so we feel you might forgive us
pushing the holiday somewhat. If not that's tough.
Who ore you to question what goes into the PRINT.
Especially around Christmas. Look we ore here to

have a good time, this is a time of Peace so cut your
stupi d griping. Be jolly dammit!
There will be no contest this week. Let us repeat
that for those of you who can't believe your eyes .
There will no be Contest this week. This decision

was reached for obvious reasons. So we won 't
insult your intelligence by giving them to you .
Nobody entered last weeks matching contest. It
must hove been too tough. The only semblence to
an entry was a spindled IBM cord which we had
to reject because of its spindled condition .
And now a Christmas message from our correspondent in Springfield: The Northeastern PRINT is
published a Northeastern Illinois State College,
Bryn Mawr at St. Louis, Chicago. Opinions ex•
pressed within these holiday pages ore not necessarily those of the administration, but rather those
of the individual contributor soley. Address corr.m-ents to E-45.

Bob Crotchet ........ . . .. ............... Ken Davis (296)
Tiny Tim ........ . . . ...... .. ......... . . Lorry Spaeth (331 )
Ghost of Christmas Past . ... . .. .. ......... Lynn M usso n
Mr. Scrooge .. .. . .. ... .. .. .. ..... .. .. Roger Bader (26 5)
Ghost of Christ'!'os' to come . ... .. Dove Green ( l 22)
Good little girls .. .. . . . ... Maura George, Sue G aspa r
Marley's Ghost .... .. ..... . ..... . . .. . . Bill Spre itzer (84)
Christmas Turkey . . .. . . .. ........ Mickey Sog ri llo (288)
Gay Celebrators ... .... .. . ........ . . .. . .. Mike G il more,
Melody Cobleigh, Fred English, Barb Se ilecki , Cindy Dubas, Marnie Fournier, Madeline Poste r, A l
Parks, Frank Konrad, Cal Biddle, Rich Sears a nd all
the bad little boys and girls on Santa 's Big old
book
Corey' s Place .. ...... . ...... .. . .. . . ...Gene Corey (363)
Mondo Crypto . . . . .. . .... .. Gory-Dale Stockmcnn (66)
Nature Corner .. . . .... .. .. . ...... . .. M.L. Go sfr ill BS (2)
Wireless Express . .. .... . .. . ... . . . . .. Hal 81uethm o n (?)
Dear Sid . .... .. .. . . .. .. . . ...... . .. ... Dove Ke ssler ( 124)
Del Breckenfeld's Column .. . ........ . Del Bre ckenfeld
Celebrities
Santa Claus ...... . .... . . .. ..... .. . . .. . ...... .. ... Les Klu g
PRINTce . .. .. .......... .... . ... . .. . .. ... . Marty Kanofsky
PRINTcess ... .. . ... . . .... .. . .......... .. .. .Sheila Robson
Rudolph the Red .... . .. .. . ... ... . . Bernie Farber (205)
Polk Bros. Santo . .... .. . . . ... . . . .... . ............... Torc h
The Xmas Xsopher . . ..... ... ... .... . .. ... . . Joe Weir ich
Villian ..... .. . . . ... . . ... . ....... . . . .• .. . . . .. . . .. J.P. Mahe r
Sponsor (Old Story teller) ........ .. .............. E.M. Leibow
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TO THE MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY SENATE AND FACU'°'TY OF NtSC
FROM:
THE CURRICULUM COUNCIL
RATIONALE FOR PROPOSALS CONCERNING THE BASIC PROGRAM

The Curriculum Council recommends that its proposals concerning the Basic Program be conside~ed and approved by the entire fa<::ulty at an early date. The <?ouncil
agreed that:
I.The present program is over-loaded and rigid to the point of allowing students no
freedom of choice during their first two years in college. In the case of Elementary
School teachers, for instance, the present program coupled with professional education requirements and departmental specialization leaves very little room for choosing electives in four years at college. The Council finds this regrettable.
2. Assuming that revisions are in order, it seems that they should be implemented as
soon as practicable after approval by the various state boards . A Committee to
Review the Basic Program, the college conference, and the Curriculum Council
have suggested various proposals during the past several months . Clearly the time
has come for resolving this matter, an issue involving much discussion amoung
students and faculty, so that proposals can be forwarded to Springfield.
3. Discussions at Northeastern during the past several months have centered on
"Structured" Basic Programs of some sort and a totally free curriculum. Th"
Curriculum Council proposes in effect very unstructured Basic Programs in the
Liberal Arts and Education .
a. For Liberal Arts majors, the council proposes a flexible program that insures
course work in 3 broad areas of knowledge : Humanities (I 2 hours), Social and
Behavioral Sciences (9 hours), Mathematics and Natural Sciences (9_hours). In
lieu of this 30 hour program the faculty can vote for a totally free curriculum in
the Liberal Arts.
b. For teachers, the council proposes a program of 42 credit hours (Natura(
Sciences and Mathematics, 12 ; Behavioral and Social Sciences, 12; Humanities,
18 hours). With such a program the minimum requirements for State Certification will be met. The one exception is in the Mathematics requirement for
elementary teachers: the state requires 4 hours, but a student who has taken one
mathematics course can meet state requirements through the mathematics methods course in professional education.
The faculty should be aware of these state requirements. Part of them prescribe
a number of semester hours in various fields. For Secondary Teachers the total
is 42 hours, for Elementary Teachers 42 plus an additional 36 hours. The state
leaves the Elementary Teacher free choice in this second (36) category of
electives, and the Curriculum Council can see no reason for not doing likewise.
RATIONALE2
Future teachers would have to complete thesevarious state requirements whatever
·the nature of any college curriculum, it should be emphasized. Primarily for this
reason the council voted ( 1 1-1) against ex.tc,pdiqg the option of a totally free Basic
Program to future teachers. Yet the programs proposed allow great flexibility.
Obviously in a matter so broad as the Basic Program, there were differences of
opinion among members of the council on various points of detail. We are listing some
of these points and how they were resolved. You may find them useful when voting.
One Basic Program for all Students The council eventually decided that one ·prograni
could work to the disadvantage of liberal arts majors and future teachers. By establishing one program, the number of credit hours in a particular discipline could exceed
minimal state certification requirements for teachers; in effect creating one Northeastern program, followed by another state program with its own liberal arts specifications. This would cause too much confusion. Also, by establishing a separate
program for liberal arts majors, we found it far easier to cut down the Basic Program
for these students to a very broad, flexible 30 hours.
Composition Two members of the council wished earlier to make composition a
separate category required of all students. Obviously good writing should be stressed
on the college level , but the council felt this must concern the entire faculty, not
exclusively the English department. There have been studies made comparing the
writing of students who have had formal college composition courses with those who
went without, and these reveal no difference _in the qu~lity of writing. Good writing,
then, is a cumulative process; it must involve every teacher. Composition courses will
still be offered, and it should be borne upon some students that they could well take
them. Also, various departments could establish writing courses geared to their particular discipline. Some colleges also require a writing test at some level of college
work to determine whether the student meets standards necessary for their future
profession.
Foreign Languages Two council members considered a separate category in the
liberal arts program consisting of 2 sew '>ters of foreign language (6 credit hours)
required of students who have not hai 1. years of high school work. The council
ultimately resolved to raise the Human: .es block from 9 to 12 hours, including foreign
languages among the electives in this area. It is felt that foreign · languages would be
more mea,ti"ngful to students on an elective basis ; also the departments cai:i r~c~-~ iiiendto students the foreign tanguagebackground -necessary or-ciesirabfe for thefr future
profession. Additional language courses, geared for reading as well as for speaking
proficiency, can ttius be facilitated.
RATIONALE 3

fhere was some discussion about cutting down the Basic Program.for the Secondary School Teachers by 9 credits since the state has less specific requirements in
the total 42 hour program they outline. However the council voted to keep the
Secondary Basic Program at 42 hours (18 Humanities, 12 Social and Behavioral
Science, -12 Physical Science and Mathematics) thus assuring an even spread
amoung these three main areas of knowledge).

PROPOSED BASIC PROGRAM--EDUCATION
(Based upon Minimum Requirements for State Certificates)
NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS
Elementary and Secondary Education
- 9 credit hours
Science
- 3 credit hours"
Mathematics
II. BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
I.

Elementary and Secondary Education
Social Science

-

(including one course in
American History and/
or Government)
Psychology

- 3 credit hours
18 credit hours

III. HUMANITIES

Elementary Education
Language Arts
English
!:linguistics
Speech
Art
Music
Additional Humanities Course
Secondary Education
Language Arts
English
Linguistics
Speech
Humanities
Art
Foreign Language
Music
Philosophy

- 9 credit hours

- 3 credit hours - 3 credit hours
- 3 credit hours
- 9 credit hours

- 9 credit hours

42 credit hours

* An additional 2 credit hours in Mathematics must be taken to meet minimum requirements for state certificates for teaching in kindergarten through grade nine.

PROPOSED BASIC PROGRAM
--LIBERAL ARTS
I. NATURAL SCIENCES AND

MATHEMATICS ,
Biological Science
Physical Science
Mathematics

9 credit hours

OPTION~

9 credit hours

Anthropology
Economics
Geography
History
Politcal Science
Psychology
sociology •
HI. HUMANITIES
Art
English
Foreign Language
Linguistics
Music
Philosophy
Speech

In each of the three categories, however,
students may not take more than two
courses in any one discipline to meet
the Basic Program requirements.
An open curriculum for
students which would have:

II. BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL

SCIENCES

courses in the 12 credit hours category.

12 credit hours

liberal

arts

1) no college-wide courses required
2) only those requirements stipulated by
the departments in which the student'
majors.

Experimental Program in the Liberal Arts
(an amendment for the structured liberal
arts basic program)

With a September enrollment in Libenu
Arts, a significant number of incoming
freshman be divided into two
groups--controlled and experimental--with:
the students in the experimeQtal group :
allowed to take any courses they desire.

30 credit hours
Students must take a minimum of three
courses in each of the 9 credit hours
categories _and . a minimum of four

Intermediat_e evaluations will be made annually and ultimate evaluations will be
made at the time a student earns sufficient
credit for graduation.

CONCLUSIONS

I. The Curriculum believes its proposals, by vastly expanding the student's freedom of
choice, goes far towards meeting a source of their grievances.
2. l"he structured programs preserve a fundamental standard in a college curriculum of
some work in various fields of knowledge.
3. With the program recommended for "teachers, the Council aims to preserve entitlement
for state certification upon graduation from Northeastern .
4 .- The proposals have a practical aspect in that state certification is facilitated for
'teachers; the Board of Governors will be concerned with this when they confe·r on
these proposals .
Dr. Bevode McCall
Dr. Richard Robertson
Dr. Humphrey Stevens
Dr. James Tinsley
Mr. Alan Wallie
Dr. Robert Zegger, c;hairman

Mrs . Barbara Cook
Dr. Joseph Crean
Dr. Robert Gilbert
Dr. Frank Loos ·
p ·r. Margrethe Isaac
·Dr. William Itkin

FINAL CURRICULUM
CO.U NCIL PROPOSAL -

12 credit hours

AS SENT TO

12 credit hours

NISC FACULTY SENATE

- 9 credit hours
1 :
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PRINT DISCUSSES CURRICULA WITH FACULTY
(The following discussion, taped on November 25, was printed in last week's issue,
which, as you probably already know, was inadvertantly incinerated by janitors
_Wednesday night.)
Recognizing. the vast disparity in .faculty opinion over the type ofcurriculum hest for
Northeastern , and accepting th e premise that the .faculty, through the Faculty Senate , a
body of over forty fa c ulty representatives, and the Faculty Assembly, includin,: every
faculty member, actually has the power to design that -c urriculum, PRINT attempted
last week to take as detailed a sample of faculty opinion as possible.
On Monday, November 17, reporter Frank Konrad sent invitations to every listed
m em ber of the Senate, and to all members of the Curriculum Council, which is charged
directly with the responsibility of transmitting a c,urricu/um proposal to the Senate for
consideration. A /so invited were a small number of faculty who were not af]iliated with
either group, but who had been vocal during the All-College Conference, or active with
the President 's Committee to R eview the Basic Program .
The m eeting occurred last Tuesday, No vem ber 25. Unfortunately, because of a
sch edu ling conflict, the Senate's Steering Committee, often recognized as the most
po;werful sub-group within the Senate, met at the same time , depriving us of an
inJerview with that important group of people. That, alone, however, did not account for
the fact that, of the 65 faculty invited, only seven attended our meeting. The Faculty
Senate meeting earlier in the afternoon had failed to meet quorum .
, Those attending were Valentine Glockner, Education; Al Forslev, Earth Science,
Charles Nissim-Sabat, Physical Science, Robert Gilbert, Physical Science, and Stan
f Martindale, Vic Dufour and Dick Robertson of the Psychology Department. Student
. Jay Byron observed.
Robert Gilbert is .serving presently on the Curriculum Council, Stan Martindale
served with th e Committee to Review the Basic Program, Al Forslev served last year on
the Faculty Senate Steering Committee, Vic Dufour was one of the authors of Proposal
D, which received a plurality of votes in the recent curriculum referendum.
Other participants are all currently active in hammering out a new curriculum.
Discussion began with Al Forslev, who was asked about the Senate's mechanical
structure. What, he was asked, is the relationship of the curriculum council to th e
Senate itself?
Forslev: Well, all I can speak to is how it
was done in the past. The curriculum counci I is a counci I of the Faculty Senate . Everything that co mes eut of the council is policy
nature and curriculum change, of course,
would be considered policy a nd -then goes to
,the Faculty Senate for approval. Fi rst it
goes to the Steering Committee for discussion ·and the Steering Committee makes
recommend,.tions to the . Faculty Senate.
When it is brought up in the Faculty Senate,
the discussion takes place, and as a result of
these discussions the Faculty Senate then
decides the next step And in the case of
curriculum proposals or changes that
would get to the Faculty Senate, these
changes would be either recommended or
not reco·mmended by the Faculty Senate so
the Faculty Senate does occupy a rather important position as far as seeing what gets to
the Faculty and what doesn'•1. They have
the power under the present structure to
make recommendations or not to make recommendations in the case of curriculum.
Qui~e often, things have stopped if the Faculty Senate decided not to take action on a
matter or voted something down. And the
chances are that it ~ill not get to the Faculty
for a vote. The Senators are the elected representatives.

Dufour: Al. isn't there a point of inter. pretation here? We're operating under the
old constitution, right now. the Faculty
handbook type of thing: ,I was reading that
yesterday. I had nothing else to do. I looked
to investigate those clauses that describe the
Faculty Senate's power. In my reading of
this, this business about whether the Faculty Senate should receive or approve and
send on as a matter of interpreta,i ion . isn't
it?
.
Forslev: Well. it may be.
Dufour: I was ahle to read this thing kind
of ambiguously a couple of ways. One way.
saying that the Faculty Senate shall receive
· and approve all those things that the council sent to it. Another wayjs, it will approve
things and receive those · things and send
, them on. which arc appropriate to be re·ceived by the Faculty Senate. I am wondering if the curr.iculum shouldn't he received
' by the Faculty as a whole right away.
You may- be absolutely correct that curriculum should be brought to the f'aculty
right away. but in general. what are followed are the by-laws of the Senate and the Faculty Senate Steering Committee. The mechanical procedures under the old constitution are the ones that are followed and
the interpretation of these is what I essentially repeated before. Curriculum is the institution to a ·great extent and certainly
whether the Faculty Senate should be able
to just turn down something and stop it
from getting to the Faculty. that certainly
• would be a_ question of interpre!ation.

Gilbert: The mere tact that you asked

that question is indicative of something. It
may in fact be a questionable point and then
of course you have to establish what is the
body that can a nswer that question. For the
present time. the Curricu lum Counci l is
acting as if it's responsibility is to provide to
the Faculty Senate a variety of curricula
and more or less not putting itself up as a
decision-making body. It will supply curriculum to the Faculty Senate which at the
present time feels it is the appropr iate body
to receive the sa me. It is more or less anticipated within the curriculum council that
the Faculty Senate . after discussion . will
transmit it to the Faculty Assembly.
Byron: Why is the Curricu lum council
di sregarding the referendum vote taken by
the school on the four proposals?

Vic Dufourhow are we to operate'' Are we only to consider the recommendations put out by that
particular committee. Curricula A and B.
that they put out'' To what extent are we to
be limited or delimited by their efforts'.' After all. they were a dully constituted body.
they did in fact produce a document.
To what extent were problems raised by
the fact that Curriculum D which did receive the majority vote. but which contained factors which made it an illegal document as far as the curriculum council was
concerned'.' The curriculum council cou ld

Glockner: It is my understanding that
the curriculum council has devoted all its
time at this point to the discussion of the
proposals offered by the various groups to
the exclusion to other factors that are pressing. I know within the Department of Edu-:
Stan Martindale, Charles
cation Foundations we have several matters which we are waiting upon for decinot consider such mailers as grading. so
sions that are supposed to come from the
they had to ignore certain aspects of it. My
curriculum council. I have been informed
question at the beginning of this entire matthat until such time as this more pressing
ter was what arc we to be guided hy. what
matter, the result of the discussion of the
arc our limitations? The reply to me hy the
three day conference is determined all othrepresentatives of the administration in the
er matters will have . to wait. It's very
frustrating for the chairman of the depart- curriculum council was that we arc not limited by anything. The curriculum council
ment not to have these matters considered
had the right to come up with anything they
at a time when they're pressing to that
department, non-the-less the decision is _wanted and that was our char_gc.
still that the curriculum council must deal
Print: Dr. Gilbert. can we address a ques- ·
with it. I think that they are dealing with
tion to that? It would appear to us. that Ii rst
of all. the committee to study the basic proit. I think that they have just not comgram turned out the original two proposals
pleted their deliberations.
which later became proposals_A and B. and
then proposals C and D were ·results of the
All-College Conference. These four proNissini-Sabat: To come back to a preposals were then submitted to some kind of
vious point. it was asked to what the powers
referendum. and the ··community·· inof the Faculty were. U nder the old condicated that it favored proposal D. Arc you
stitution and the proposed new contelling us. then. that the curriculum counci I
stitution, 10% of the Faculty can petition
did not have to use these indications as
for Faculty Assembly, at which point they
guidelines, and, in fact. could produce anycan move to reconsider any action of the
thing they wanted after that? ls it not true.
-Faculty Senate. If any 10% of the Faculty
then. that you in the curriculum council ·
want to bring that to a vote to a full -faculcan sit down and draw up your own proposty, they can do so through the vehicle of
, al that isn ·t even similar to the other proposthe faculty senate. It's not beyond possials. and that. in turn. the Faculty Senate can
bility that the Faculty Senate will decide
do the same thing - go ahead and design still
to hold a referendum on this issue from
another proposal that isn"t similar to the
,the wh!)le faculty . I. presume this is what
one you conceive?
they are going to do.
Forslev: If the senate concurs with the
curriculum council's recommendations
Nissim-Sabat: I'll answer that from a
thi s will have to be submitted to the faculty
mathematical point of view. It's true that D
for a referendum.
won a slight plurality over A. B. or C. but 1Gilbert: I. a member of the curriculum
can very we ll see that if anybody obj~cts to
council received the results of the votes
one little point in A. then hc·s for A. but if
from Dr. Du.f our hut never received a prehe oqjects to one little point in A then he
cise statement ·,hat we arc in fact to consider
says. ''I'll vote for D . If we get D, we can
this thing as a binding vote. Honestly . at the
get all of A except the one little point I
object to." Therefore, I don't think its a
start of this entire thing. this matter be·ing
valid vote because it's a normal choice
considered hy the curriculum council. I
between comparable altern_a tives. Proposwanted to know. what arc the guidelines.

Robert Gilbert
als A, B, and C are quite similar. The
three of them combined far-out polled proposal D . Something like .60 to 40. One
could very well say that the curriculum
council feels it's mandate is to go more
along the direction of A, B, and C, rather
than D . If you go by ...
Forslev: You imply . more or less. that.
after all this is going on. after the committee
reviews the basic curriculum for manv
hou rs. ahd comes up with some proposal;.
and then after the three-day conferencc·s
results were published. that in the eyes of

Nissim-Sabat, Al Forslev
the Cu ~riculum council this was all was ted ·
time. It wasn't. because the curriculum
council read all the proposals. These four
were certainly a very good cross-section of
the feelings of the entire communitv. What
the Curriculum Council has to do is hal ancc the feelings of the collc_g_':._~ommunity.
We actually have a Curriculum committee to act as a watchdog and sec that academic standards are upheld and that the student does not suffer. So the curriculum
council · is actually the meltingpot . They
have to balance all of these things out. and
they use all of these things to come up with
their recommendation. I don ·, think that t
should be implied that they are not aware of
these recommendations.

~ilbert: I would like to point out that no
matter what the Curriculum council rec ommends. the ultimate decision will be
made by the faculty . If what we have produced is turned down by the faculty assemb~y we start over again . But from the beginn111g. as was pointed out hy Dr. Forslev. we
did use.all of the information that was at our
disposal. The results of the ACC and the
program committee were balanced agains t
each other. and we tried to come up with
what we considered to be reasonable compromises, and we submitted these through
the proper channels to be considered by the
college community.
Martindale: Dr. Gilbert. what is the current status of the programs as they now
stand?
Gilbert: First of all. the decision was
made to provide both a structured and· an
unstructured track .
Nissim-Sabat: Excuse me. We will select
onei-~)f the other. right ?
Gil.bert: All of them. The curriculum
CoQt. on pg. 10
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FALL1969 - CONS-T ITUTIONS, POLITICS,

The Moratorium: Crowds estimated at half a million gathered in Washington. A large number of Northeastern students participated.
by Ken Davis

A three-day conference. An undercover
agent on campus . Marine recruiters on
campus. Two major war morato ri ums. The
dissolution of the Student Senate. The defeat of the Faculty Senate's proposed new
Constitution. These are some of the most
political and philosophical issues ever
raised at our quiet little college in a cemetery . And they'~e all been happening at
once.
Some observers say that the " old guard"
has been challenged so thoroughly, and defeated so soundly so many times, that it no
longer has the iron-clad grip it once had on
the operations of this campus. Other observers say that this has been a trimester in
which a few loud, opinionated jerks have
managed to mess things up for everybody.
Regardless, this has been a strange trimester for news gatherers . The news has
been very deep and involved . There hasn't
been much to take pictures of. With the exception of a few gathered to protest the presence of recruiters, there have been no demonstrations at a ll this trimester, and no real
disturbances. So mehow , there has been a
sudden rea li zati on that Northeastern is virtually on th e thres hold of becoming a vastly
expanded urba n megaversity, and the job of

meeting that challenge has not been taken
at all lightly. Suddenly, discussions have
materialized on subjects as wide-ranging as
the best curriculum to suit the' needs of this
community and the implications of under- ,
cover police agents in an academic environment.
Some feel that the Lawrence and Stern
hearings last trimester first brought a political awareness to the campus. The frustrations arising from this brief encounter, they
argue, were the cause of the All-College
Conference.
At any rate, the ACC (which, to many,
was to become a three-letter acronym more
despicable than SDS) was the first true encounter between faculty, students and ad-,
ministrators in this campus' history. Its
seeds were planted by a small group of students and faculty who felt the necessity to
discuss a series· of highly pressing needs. It
was conceived as a method for speeding up
the routine channels through which vital
dec isions are made. It was also an attempt to
wrestle some of the incredible decisionmaking power from the hands of the .few super-powered faculty _ members into the'
hands of the relatively powerless students
and faculty members.
Seen from the distance of several months,
it is obvious that the ACC failed on all

counts, but it was profoundly successful in
another respect, which nobody had expected . It was at the ACC that department ·
chairmen and second-floor administrators
left their desks and seized the opportunity to
meet the students, whose lives their decisions affect so vitally. A ·new word evolved
from ACC - community. After the .A.CC,
members of all three factions of the com-.
munity were able to communicate a little
better, and it was in the ACC spirit that discussions continued to the end of the trimester on matters that were not even considered at ACC itself.
The President's Committee to Review
the Basic Program had completed two proposals just before the conference which
were to have been submitted to the Senate
for consideration. Suddenly there was
ACC, and, after hours of caucusing and arguing in rooms all over the campus, the participants turned in two more proposals. A
referendum vote was taken, and the "winner" was proposal D, a result of the conference, which called for an unstructured curriculum , allowing the students to choose
their own classes. This whole package of
information was transmitted to the Faculty
Senate's Curriculum Council , which then
proceedeg to create its own proposals, and
transmit them to the Senate. Nobody knows
what the Senate might do with them no w.

T he parking lot: scQres of students were zapped with three-dollar tickets.

So the philosophical debate rages on - are
students competent enough to select their
own courses? Key faculty members say no.
Philosophical debates seem to be the in
thing this trimester. The most recent is police agents. When an agent is on campus,
gathering information on those who trust ·
him as a friend, does he endanger the academic life of the institution? Many think so.
It was a couple of years ago when Bill Frapolly arrived at NISC, fresh out of cadet
school. Gradually he began to associate
with activist groups, and accordingly, he
began to grow hair. When his hair was of
adequate length, he began leading his own
demonstrations , and participating in things
like the march on President Sachs' office
last year. When SDS fell apart, he.joined
with the super-revolutionary Weatherman
faction, and thus became the only Weatherman on campus. Most of his friends were,
let's say, disappointed when he showed up
at the Conspiracy trials to testify against
Bobby Seale. He came back to campus
briefly to ask President Sachs ifhe were able
to identify any of the people who attacked
him on stage during the freshman o rientatio n program . Sachs sa id that he (Frapoll y) was the o nl y attacker he recogn ized .
Mari ne recruiters, gone from campus for
qu ite some time, returned for one visit during October. They weren 't greeted wi th
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CURRICULA AND A-S SORTED HAPPENINGS
open arms, and nobody was recruited. The
event, however, touched off more lengthy
debates about recruiters - whether or not
they should be allowed here. Some said that
no recruiters should be allowed here at all.
Some said that all recruiters but military
should be allowed. Most said that they all
should be allowed on campus.

document which had been proposed as a
replacement came as a sweet victory for
Faculty advocates of a community constitution. Plans have already been made for
the initiation of a committee to draft that
constitution.
This is also a time of highly increased_
politicalization nationally, and North-

Here \

E~blHE
Recruiters: Demonstrations occurred when the recruiters arrived. Reviews of NISC's
recruiting policies were promised.

'Tony Wiszowaty: academic pressures brought his resignation

eastern's response to the call for an end to
the war came in the form of two moratorium programs, October 15 and November
15. The first was most effective, with President Sachs and Dean Howenstine speaking
against the war. Movies were shown , guest
speakers spoke, and small groups orgaThe student document was suspended
nized . For the most part, though, classes
outright when a few student government
people finally tired of playing the Parlia- · continued.
So there were moratoriums, conferences, .
ment Game. The Student Senate, they demeetings,
constitutional squabbles and poclared, is powerless and ineffective, and the
litical arguments. There were new parking
constitution, which protected nobody, was
lot rules, and thxre were three-dollar fines
thrown out. President Wiszowaty and Treafor
those who didn't believe .in the rules.
surer Gallucci remained in their offices unThere was a grand opening at the Newman
til such time as a community constitution
center, and a fantastic performance by the
can be developed.
Checkmates. A Language Clubs ball at Halloween, performances by George Shearing,
In the Faculty Senate, the Faculty ConTurley Richards, the Folk and Square
stitution continues to come under increased
Dance clubs , the College Band the Staattack, and the defeat last Wednesday of the
geplayers shared the activities calendar
with Forensics Union and the usual number of fraternity mixers and sorority penny
carnivals and bake sales.
There was an unusual number of drives
for toys, clothes and food , and evening programs featured everything from Thoroughly Modern Millie to lectures on wife swapping.
Campus planners announced once again
that groundbreaking should be just a few
months off, and the records office announced that students may now maintain
incompletes on their records indefinitely.
It may be poetic justice, but the man who
ended last trimester as the top newsmaker,
Ken Lawrence (who?) and who, as indicated earlier, through his hearings, may
have been an indirect cause of the burning
unrest among serious members of the community this trimester, failed his very last
High Hearing , and will never return.
·: So, as this, the trimester of big talking
%md big thinking gradually melts into
Christmas, we become aware that, sometime, when Northeaste rn U niversity is celebrating its fiftieth an niversary, and one of
its 87,000 stud_e nts a ttempts to compile for
the NU DA1L Y PRINT a comprehensive
hi story of his che rished alma mater, it will
be impossible for hi m to do so without first
making a detailed study of the events of this
trimester.
Moratorium NISC version: President Sachs
Good luck on the final and have a merry
voices his anti-war sentiments.
one.
·T his was the trimester of Curricula, Politics, and Constitutions. In the Constitutions
department, the two existin'g constitutions
finally succumbed to the attacks launched
against them in the past year or so.

··Frapolly: He was thought to be a leader of radicals, but he was a cop in disguise.
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GOODMANRECfilVESGRANT
Goodman Theatre has been awarded a
matching grant of $ 12,500 by the Nationa l
Council o f the Arts. The announcement
was made today by John Reich and Douglas
Seale, producing directors o f Goodman.
The grant illustrates the growing reputation of Goodman Theatre's new professional company and is the first such grant in
Goodman's history.
When received, the grant will be used to
help defray the cost of retaining an associate producing director and the expense involved in establishing the newly organized
Goodman Guild.

Cont'd on page 3
as any place whe re the space is availa ble can savings. Even if students ask more than half
price for their books they would be cheaper
be used, i.e. lost and found .
I for one would like to get used books at a than buying them outside the school.
Jean Phillips

FOLK DANCERS THANK
STUDENTS .

This grant is amo ng the first to be
awarded by· the N ational C ouncil of the
Arts' new director , Nancy Hanks.
All National Council grants are matching and are designed to stimulate community interest and support in an effort to sustain the arts.
The National Council of the Arts is located in Washington, D.C. and was founded
by John F . Kennedy. Its purpose is to encourage private and public foundations, the
general public, and local communities to
support the arts. Congress has contributed
$7,255,000 in 1969.

STUDENT TRAFFIC BOARD
SETUP

The Northeastern Folk Dancers wish to
The Folk Dance Club, as a performing
thank all the students who attended our group, is relatively young, having com" International Happening." The members
pleted only two years of regular performing
worked long hours preparing a show that . now, but we' re growing rapidly with every
would be interesting and exciting and the engagement. If anyone is interested in joinbiggest reward for us was the appreciation
ing us, whether it be as a dancer, wardrobe
you showed by your applause and wonder- or costume committee , or even technical
ful compliments. For us it was Mission : department for lighting and sound, you'll
be very welcome. Come meet us Thursday
Accomplished!
Our thanks also to Ken Wojcik, who or- evenings in the gym or see Miss Woskoff in
the gym annex.
chestrated the opening number, and the stuDiane Muchowicz
dents who assisted him in presenting it musically: Bill McClellan , Carl Franz, Bob
S ecretary - Folk Dance Club .
Zielinski, and Mike Sanders.

The Student Traffic Violations Appeal
Board was selected by President Tony Wiswwaty recently. Members are Steve Weiss,
Glenn White, Kathy Merkels, Jules Beuck,
and Ted Agresta. As a safeguard to the students, no hard and fast guidelines have been
set up, except for the necessity of having an

officer present in all cases but decal violations. Appeals are to be deposited in the Student Senate office, in a box by the coat room
downstairs, or in a box on the cafeteria window, opposite the auditorium. Further details will be available later.

.JOSE GRECO COMING
,.,

9 130 Samoset Trail
Skokie, Illinois 60076
De<;ember 6, 1969
To the Editor:
Would you please print this OPEN LETTER TO EDWARD V. HANRAHAN,
State's Attorney of Cook County.
Dear Mr. Hanrahan :
So you expect that "every decent citizen of our community will commend" YOUR
police officers for their " bravery, restraint, and discipline!"?
No, Mr. Hanrahan! " Every decent citizen" is HORRIFIED and OUTRAGED at the
deliberate and coldblooded murder perpetrated by your police in the a partment of Fred
H a mp.ton, Black Panther leader.
It seems incredible that your men were' scarely scratched if indeed they were " viciously
attacked " (which I don't believe for one minute). Reporters could find no holes or signs
of bullets in the door. F red H a mpton's mattress was bullet-punctured and soaked with
blood, indicating he was killed while in bed. No effort was made to surround the
apartment or use tear gas.
Have you ever heard of special police breaking into private homes at 4 :00 A .M . and
murdering political dissenters? Yes, the Gestapo did this frequently . Is this what's
happening here? And which political dissenters are next?
Yours very truly ,
Phyllis Solomon

"A TIME FOR US" COMING
The musica l review " A Time fo r Us"
will be presented by the Sun Co. on Dece mber I I th ro ugh the 14th, at 8:00 pm in the
Norwood Park Auditorium, 5801 N . N ato ma A ve . tickets are $ I .00 .
The review features songs fro m: " Hello
Do ll y", "C ha rlie Brown ", " F iddler on the
Roof', " Ma n of LaMa nc ha ", " M ilk a nd

-

ART Supplies
We have What
You Need!

Student
Discount
RICH'S HOBBYVILLE
3838 N . Cicero Ave.
545-0271
Chicago, Ill.

Honey ", " C a melot", "Mame", "Fiorello" , and "West Side Story" .
The Sun Co. itself consists of 20 youn g
adults, ma ny of who·m have taken pa rt in
other Pa rk presenta tions.
T he Sun C o. is di rected by Mr. R .J. Dluge r a nd Mrs. Corrine Zie linski. For rese rvations or additi onal info rmation call NE
1-3994.
.
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Tickets for the Jose Greco & Dance Company concert, scheduled·
for Wednesday, Jan. 21 , at 8:00 p.m. in the College Auditorium, will
be available at the College Information Center starting on Monday,
Jan. 12, 9:00 a.m. until ticket supply is exhausted. Students may
obtain tickets with presentation of activity card.
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D elbert
B reckenfeld's

h)· Barh Ulman

Only about fifty people. mostly faculty members. participated in IITs Fall Conference.
Although student interest lagged . persons attending felt the conference benficial as a start.
A committee on pass-fail discussed the poss ibility of having one course per semester fa lling
under this grading. as long as the course is not considered an integral part of a student's
major or minor. Course evaluation by instructors and students was agreed upon, insofar
as only the individual teacher would receive the detailed information contained in the
questionnaire . Members of the conference placed particular emphasis on an increased
facu lty-student co ntac t. Suggestions to improve communications were faculty-student
meetings , dinners, a n'd informal gab sessions on a regular basis, an informal gathering
place for student s a nd faculty , and coffee hours involving different departmental siudents
a nd faculty .
John K. H a rris has divided the s tude nt po pulation into three classes. A se nior social
sc ie nti st for a da ta process ing firm in Virgini a. Mr. H ar ris puts high school a nd college
st udents in a t least o ne of the categorie s : Co nform e rs ("s traigh t" or "absu rd " ); s ystem
dissenters (""cha nge rs" or :•disto rters '"); a nd lose rs (""a li 1s.n ates·· or '"isol ates '").
Straight conformists are mostly middle-cl ass whites "'ho regard their education as ""relevant a nd they see themselves as be ing in the ma instream of Ame rica n society ... The ot he r
co nformers (""plastic hippies'") are d issatisfied with t he system a nd think it's a bsu rd .
""These are the gu ys who conform during the week , but who don 't have an o pportunity in
thei r work to do things re levan t to their own lives ... As soon as t hese people get home,
"they put o n wigs to cover up the crew cu ts a nd go out to partic ipa te in nonconformist
activities. ··
System disse~·ters comprise those w ho wou ld change or destroy the system or who would
distort it for their ow n selfis h purposes . System changers are the student activis ts w ho
work wi thin the sys tem . System breakers include cr-iminals, a narchists, qnd ideali sts who
long for anot he r system. But cam pu s demonstration can invo lve th e entire range of system changers, so Mr. Harri s leaves the admi nistrator to differentiate among them .
But most administrators should worry more abou t the losers-- th ose who ""leave or get
pushed out of the syste m (alienates) as well as those who are in. but isolat ed." M r. Harri s
equated a lienates with h ippies. drnftees. addicts, a nd a variety of '" rej ec ts'" which include
the me ntall y ill and expel led students .'" The o th er losers· catego ry co ns ists of students wh o
may see m to be taken into th e sys te m but never rea lly beco me part of it. Activist~ may be the
most visible members of th e college population. but the losers need more attenti o n. Mr.
Ha rri s concludes, -- 1f we ' re ta lking libout hi gher education as an investment in huma n
capital. a nd there a re all those who the syste m can't help, then th ere's something wrong
with t he system. ""
A study of the University of Iowa alumni found that those most involved in community
activities had the lowest grades in college and the lowest sco res on academic aptitude tests.
Those who had the highest grades a nd a ptitude scores were the least active in the community affa irs, reports the SPECTATOR. D a ta on close to 1500 members of the 1949,
1955 and I 960 grad uating classes was analyzed by John W . Lewis as part of his graduate
research work in Iowa's College of Education .
C hrissy Jacobson , a ten-year-old victim of cancer oft he femur, will receive $1520 for an
a rtificial leg from ISU's Alpha Phi Omega. APO sponsored the Ugly Student Contest a few
weeks ago a nd netted enough money for one of the three legs Chrissy will need before
reaching adulthood. H a m ilton-Whitten halls topped residence ha ll co mpetiti on by contribuiing $300 to the fund.
Some of the questions from Western Ill inois' faculty course evaluation questionnaire:
" R a te t he extent the ins tructor was prepared", " rate the success of the instructor in
presenting material", " rate the extent to which the instructo r stimulates your inte rest in
the course" , " rate the extent to which the instructor encourages questions a nd discussion ... " Using the gradi·ng system "unsat isfactory, below average, average, above average, excellent," the evaluation committee hopes to publish the cumulative results in a book
given to a ll studen ts at registration .

5 th-Colu~ n
Through the courtesy of London Records, I recently heard a collection , in chronologica l order, of songs taken from all the Rolling Stones' albums. It began wi.th one of their
earliest recordings " Route 66", and continued up to and including their latest album, "Le t
It Bleed". I discovered that while other groups (success fully or unsuccessfully) were
changing bags and experimenting with new ideas, the Rolling Stones were consta ntl y
refining their sound to such a point that each new album seems to signify their ultimate
goal that all the previous albums were leading up to.
So it is with "het It Bleed.-- Here are the themes and driving rhythms that were so
prominent on their earlier a lbums . A large part of the Stones popul a rity stems from their
down-to-ea rth lyrics tha t eve ryone can identify with. The themes-deal with what is going on
right now, a nd wh a t effects today's youth. Because of the honesty, comedy and so metimes c ruelty of their so ngs, the Stones can get away with s ignifyi ng our times without
ending up so unding like a Grade B Hollywood hippie movie.
One of the major fo rces behind the sucess of these the mes is lead vocalist Mick Jagger.
Among fans and non -fans he is the most familiar Stone beca use he is the main one reSp.Qll·
sible for the Stones image. London realizes this because, in the new album, they e nclo~c:u a

huge poster of sex-symbol Jagger's head with the five Stones super-imposed under his chin .
But Jagger is not j ust anot her pretty face (?). His tense, convincing a pproa ch makes th e
song~ work. Because of this he is one of the greatest rock si ngers a live.
Those of you fo rtun ate enou gh to hear the :Ston'es recent concert, or eve n J o hn Ma ya ll's
" Blues Trim Laure l Canyon," wi ll attest to the fa ct that Mick T ay lor is a fine guitar ist in
the M aya ll school that brou ght up such nota bles as Pete Green a nd Eric C lapton . His Blues
style is a defin ite asse t to the sound of the Stones. H owever, because the cuts o n the new
album were recorded while the la te Brian J ones was still in the group, T aylor is on ly
featured on two songs. One of them is a groovin ' country ve rsion of the hit "H o nk y T onk
Woman" called "Country Tonk", where he plays slide guitar: The o ther guitars are
applied by Keith Rich ards w ho, like drumme r C harli e W atts a nd bas ist Bill Wyman , are
more tha n adequa te.
T he range of the Ro lling Stones on "Let It Bleed" has expa nded to include performances by A l K ooper, Ian StewaJl, an d Producer Jimmy Mi ller. The last cut is an al bum
version of '" You Can't Always "bet What You Want. " It is a Stones' ex travaga nza t hat
fea tures the Lo ndon Bach C hoir. H o wever, as on the ottier n umbers, the s hining factors are
the ir bas ic simp licity and the o vera ll emphasis on rh ythm which the Stones will never
ignore. Their songs rarely lack a clima x and so me builds can be aweso me . Lack of cha nge
usually spe lls death for rock groups, but in th is case, it's called masterin g a sty le .

.

. FRIDAY
DECEMBER 12
Men 21 or older and women 18 or over
are invited to the A lumni Club's

DOUBLE PARTY!
on the en tire NINTH floor of the

Sheraton-Chicago Hotel
505 N. Michigan A venue
from 8 :30 p.m. until 1: 00 a.m.

IN THE TALLEY-HO ROOM··
A popular "rock" group will alte'mace with _a con ventional ball-

room orche"scra to pro v id~ continuous musi c for dancing all
eveni n g lo ng. Re fre shme nts will be ava il able.

MEANWHILE IN THE EAST ROOM··
A convenu o n a l co m bo w ill provid e music fo r dancing a n d a bar
will be open to eve ryone 21 and o ver.
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DISCUSSION CONTINUES
Cont. from pg. 5
counc il will forwa rd to the facultv senate a ll
thi s is m y personal vie w. I d o n "t sec why it
of t he fo ll owing pro p osa ls which I will en u - s ho uld ta ke so lonl.! to define zero. Part o f
merate . There is libera l arts-sciences s truc- our c ha rge was to c'o me up with an un s tru c tured track. cons is t ing of thirty hours of tured program . See ms to me by definit ion
core. There are 42 hours of core requ ired an unstructured p rogram is ze ro.
for st ru ct ured Ed u cation. This is primary
Martindale: Is t here an undc rstahdin l.!
and seco nd a ry . Both t hese groups, wit h w he n you ·_rc discussing this that a n unstruc"very s li gh t variance. wi ll have 42 hours re- turcd program is not ze ro hours out o f a
quired. These t hree, you mi g ht say, repre- d epartment - that the stude nt" s d epart mcnt
sent the so-ca lled s t ructured curricula .
wil l have requirements ·.>
. G~ockner: I want to interrupt you and
inquire how many representatives of the
Gilbert: This was- the second part o ft he
Coll e ge of Educat io n dealt with the quesrequ irement. That the onl y rcquiicmcnts
tion o f t he number of hours to be a ll ocated
w o u ld be those s pecified hy the departme nt.
to the s tructured curriculum .
N issim-Sabat: I think I unders tand the
(; ilbert: I be li eve Dr. Stevens and Mrs.
logic beh i nd pe o ple sa y ing we s ho uld ha ve
Cook we re ·there , and we a ll had lite rature an uns truc t u red core. But how do advoc at es
provided to us that d escribed in detail what
of this uns tr uct u red program co me to feel
are t he s tate certifi ca ti o n requirements.
that stud ents s hould have major requireGlockner: Are you a w a re that the indi ments.'.' What is th e log ic insofar as learnin g
vidu a l d e partments within the college o f the o ry that says. ou ts id e his d e pa rt mc nt a
Ed uca ti o n a re presently concerned with · student ma y pick a nd cho ,,sc. hut wit h in hi ,
~us t thi s problem and are offering their field he mu st listen to his department. and
ideas as to the type of curriculum that take a sequ ence of courses?
w ould be best for the college of ed ucatio n ?
Gilbert: I do11 ·1 quite understand the de A nd tha t we have no t come to a n y con- sires o f the peop le w h o arc talking about a
-: iusion in this m atte r ?
·
comp le tel y structured program. I can unGil be rt: No , I w as not aware of that. We derstand that they would want to cut down
more or less took it for granted that the edu- on the number o f required hours. It seems
c at ion representatives that were o n the curto me that those programs which we have
r iculum council, and the litera ture pro- called structured arc a lready . in fact a large
vidPd to us, gave us as much in fo rmation
t hat we cou ld inte lligently use.
G lockner: There is ano th er factor. too.
The Sta te Certifica tion board iss ued a s ta temen t to us as to the limitations wit hin the
co ll ege of ed uca ti on. and we are working in
t he direction we t hi nk, wit h discre tion an d
w ith g rea t care to dete rmin e what would be
the best poss ib le e ducation within t he
fra mework of the requi red co urses. a nd a lso
t he suggest io ns m ade by the s ta te certification board . Si mil ar ly. we a re concerned
with ENC A TE ce rtifi ca ti o n . These a re fac to rs that need to come o ut of the college of
Ed. It is my ow n view. a nd I only s pea k for
myself. tha t we need a se parate curriculum
counci l for the college of e d. The college of
liberal a rt s a nd sc ie nces s hould ha ve th e ir,., ,,
o wn cu rriculum counci l if this is to be handled e quit a bly.
Gilbert: One wa y o r the other. thi s, is
what was prod uced for the primary and seco nd ary cducatiori--right or wro ng.
Dick Robertson
Glockner: Witho ut consulting ei ther of
those departme nt s·.>
step in the directi on o fan uns tructured proGilbert: Again. there was a represe nta gram.
tive fro m the education department the re
Nis.sim~Sabat: I think the advocates o f
a nd we had this literature and we dealt with
the unstruc tured program have ,, specific
it as rcaso n ahly and intelligentl y as we ·
theo ry 111 mmd - saying th a t a student does
co uld.
best if he elects the courses he's going to
Byron: The deans of the colleges of edutake ._ I think these people arc being a littl e
ca t io n and liberal arts were invited and Dr.
1llog1ca l when they allow d e pa rtments to set
Scales did not come . I'm no t s ure that he
up major requirements . N ow I think these
was inv ited .
people will be quite ready at this po int t o
give up an d say . we ll maybe there shouldn·t
Gilbert: Dr. Hudson did come .
Glockner: Had D r. Sachs been invite d . • be a n y d e partmental requirements eithe r .
Let them just be given a certain number o f
he would ha ve elucidated o n the matter that
· credits nec essa ry to g raduate. Let the stuI have just discu ssed.
dent pick 129 credits as he secs fit. Then
Print: Let us lay out the various plans
again I say what theore m of education theothat Dr. Gilbert was about to enumerate. so
ry says that a pe rso n who gets 129 credits is
that they can be discussed .
an educated perso n . while someone wh o
Dr. Gilbert: The un s tructured program
takes I 2o is n 't'.' Obviously the 129 credit
is in the process o f being voted on yet. so I
requirement is just as artificial. Finally we.
cannot really say whether or not it. in fact.
come to this point : If you're gQing to set up
has been passed by the curriculum council.
an unstructured progra m . you have no busiIs it parliame ntary allowable for me to menness setting up any requirements. If this
ti o n or describe this program before it has
were possi blc I would be for it. Wh a t I obbeen voted upon'.'
Forslev: -.erhaps you could tell us how ject to is the loose structure within the la ck
the curriculum council defines the un s truc- of structure.
tured program.
Robertson: Because we have pcopl_c in Gilbert: The motion was that we should
volved with this. and because we arc makhave. as an unstructured program no rcing decisions by voting. it\ not. I think .
qui rcmcnts whatsoever for the \ cor.c . The
highly cxpectahlc that wc·i"c going to be enonly requirement would be those dictated
tirely consistent with any principle. •
by the major department. Whether or not
Forslcv: Psychologists might say we
this is to be on an experimental basis. havshould give individuals more freedom of
ing a control group of students taking partchoice. and . perhaps learn by this process.
-Ii mi ting it to a certain group of students or
But on the other hand . we realize that faculnot--that represents the unstructured proty members - educators - have a certain r~·gram. They·rc still in the process of voting
sponsibility to these students. In other
on it. If the curriculum council votes it
words. we don ' t want the students to hurt
down . of course. we have to start over again .
themselves b y taking just a11ything they
Or we have to-start from scratch with a mu want during their college career. I always
tually acceptable unstructured program .
thought that this was the reason to let the
Martindale: What you have agreed upon
guidance ,,r dirccti,,n he up t_,, the individby vote is the 38 hour liberal arts and scienual departments. and that the major departces and the two 42 houred programs .
ments w,,uld m,,rc or less l.!Uitk students
Gilbert: We have. in effect. finished all
thr,,ugh the unstrueturcd 1;rogram. That
the structured programs . The thing that
may happen as a result ,,f this is that the ·
wc ·rc in the process of considering now is -.u nstructured program may turn out It> he
the unstructured program .
much more highlv structured than anv or
Martindale: What's your feeling as to the
the other propos,;ls . In other words. ·if I
unstructured program. is there to lie lots of were advising a student in this so-called
unstructured traek . ,,f what he w,,uld need
discussion yet'.'
Gilbert: To be perfectly honest with yoLf.
to get int,, graduate seh,,ol. or to he a go,>d
it"s impossihlc to speak off the record. But
geologist. I w,,uld advis~· him in ,,rdcr to be

a scie nti s t that he s hould ce rt ain ly take
courses in E ng lish. and writing - things or
t hi s na ture . He s hou ld also take courses in
ceonomies. geography. a nd even psyehology .
l)ufour: Oh. tha nk (jod!
Forslcv: W el l. rd be hard pressed to have
to reco mmen d that' I would feel th a t it
w o uld be my respo ns ibilit y as a n educator
to direc t th at s tuden t. T hi s wou ld be recom me ndin g courses o ut s ide the field . bu t I ge t
th e idea from the C urr ic ulum coun c il th at
the departments s hould o nl y specify
courses within t he field.
Gilbert: That"s n o t correct. The major
depart mcnt wou Id ha vc the tota l rcsponsi bili ty - not o nl y for those courses that arc
exac tl y withi n th e d e partment . but the pe rifcra l courses.
Forslc,: But this could turn out to be a
hi gh ly struc tured program.
Ro bertso n: Th at's quite poss ibl e. That
clocs n ·t mean that it would be just like t he
origina l ~i tua ti on. I remember some o f · he
rea sons the s tuden ts gave in the conferen ce
for wan tin g this kind of prog ra m in the fi rst
pl a c e . a nd I think that it's ins tructive to remember those reasons. because so far the
things we've be en ta lk in g a bout don·t really
touc h on that. It's poss ible that th ose reasons could be met by t he unstructured program thafs proposed now .
One of the o bjec tions th a t I heard from ·a
nu mbcr o f students abou t th e prese nt progra m was not to ·a broad ed ucation . a nd it
was not to being advised to take many
things as you·rc advocat ing. by onc·s major
a dviser. but rather the cri ti c ism is th at the y
fel t they had n o -leverage in a situat ion
whe re certain courses are required . an d if a
stud en t fee ls (r ightl y o r mi stake nl y) t hat required courses a rc being rendered indiffere ntl y. in as much as thcre·s no met hod of
bringing press ure to bear on them anyhow
by voting with your feet. as we say. s tud en ts
fe lt th a t t hey needed a s itu a tion where a lterna tives cou ld be in troduced w he n they
fee l cl issat isti cd with a given course . That
could ha ppen. it see ms to me. in a progra m
th a t"s hi g hl y s tru c tured o r no t. Stud en ts
seem to be in fa vor of m ore interaction with
fac ult y members in their departme nts.
Gilbert: I fee l th at the s tude nts ca n wind
up being hurt by a no-s tr ucture program.
Although you have posed a valid point
a bout the students ha vin g the ability to vote
with their feet. a significant number-of the
s tudents will. if they"re given total freed o m .
s impl y go for those courses which arc the
eas iest . And if n o thing is required . I feel
that a suhstantial number of s tudent s arc
simply going to ta ke those cou rscs which
a rc snap A ·s and B's. An o ther point: in any
new progra m there arc details not see n b y
the originators of these new programs .
They're mortal humans. so mistakes arc
made. But who is hurt by these mist a kes·> In
this a ttempt to help the student by giving
him hi s freedom. I sec a lot of people be ing
hurt.
Robertson: T hat remind s me of something tha t c a me up in a class discussion toda y. whcrc; _a student was describing a persona.I situation where she was damned if she
did one thing and damned if she diet the
o pposite. There was no way out of this dilemma . Ne vertheless she did have a general
feeling about it that there was so me value in
having the ability of deciding which misery
she was to e ndure .
l)ufour: A thought. I wonder if the major
eausc of students' licing hurt. and the maj,,r
cause of students· licinc anl.!r y over courses
isn·t really something" Al" mentioned a lready . Faculty irresponsibility. Regardless
of the program or the structure. what
we ' re getting down into here is that if the
college is going to work. it's really up to
the fa~ulty .
Gilbert: Certainly it goes without saying
that you can put the blame on both ends the faculty and the students.
Dufour: To say that if you give a student
too much freedom he's going to cra ck up or
something like that. that seems to me to miss
the whole point of the freedom . You give
him the freedom hccausc you know that he
can seek effective teaching and guidance in
the context of freedom . The freedom you
talk about is virtually useless un,lcss he has
good. sound options.
Print: We arc getting somewhat pressed
for time. Wmild it be possible. at this time.
since we have three scientists and three psychologists. representing a rather broad
spectrum of opinion. to ask each of you. as a
kind of summation. to outline your own
personal views on the relative merits of
structured versus unstructured programs·>
Robertson: My first reaction is that I
don't think that we can get where we want
to go all in one jump. Therefore at the moment I .ini in favor of the unstructured pro- _
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gram . But I quit e agree with the criticisms
we 've heard from O r. Gilbert about the
likelihood of so m e _s tud e nt s deceiving
them selve s. I think there 's a problem in
that we might in princi ple decide th at the
faculty mu s t be very res pon s ibl e a nd worry abo ut every st ude nt, a nd yet maybe
some si gnificant percentage may neve r
find their way to their a dviser's office.
I think t ha t all the c r iticisms that can he
made of free dom ho ld. but on the o th er
ha nd. the ACC didn .tju st grow o ut of noth ing. There mu s t have been some kind of dissa ti sfaction that gave rise to it.
When I say that I'm for this step at this
time. I don't have any utopian ideas about
it. I see it as an ex periment which. hopefully . will move us somewhere where we can
lea rn a little more and make some more ad _just me n ts.
/
IJufour: I think a t thi s p o int I ct rathe r
gamb le . I'd rather ga mble o n so m e th ing
new - o n the absence o f structure - not so
mu c h bec ause I'm expecting treme nd o us
and g rea t things of the students, I think
they' re capable of it. but that 's a secondar y
point here. but because the absence of structure, I think, would take away power from
irrespQnsib le facu lt y. T hat is perha ps a
more important reason for my ba cking the
absence of structure at this point.
Gilbert: I would like to point out what I
consider to be a fairly s ignificant point .
That complaints have been made that there
are irres ponsible facu lty here. This is certainly the case - there a re ir respons ibl e facu lty but at t he same time I s hould like to
make the point that by goin g to a n unstru ctured curricu lum don·t you see that you a re
putting the kid s in t he hands of the sa me
irrespons ibl e faculty. who are , in fact, going to hurt the m worse ? N o w they're go in g
to ha ve to go to t he irres pons ibl e faculty
me m ber fo r gu id a nce . A not her point is that
perhaps th e kids will avo id the irres po nsible
facu lt y me mber. But think of what you · rc
doi11g to t he re s po ns ible fac ult y member.
It 's up to them a nyway, but there's a limit
to the load that any faculty member can
bea r. I s ubmit to you that it is poss ible
that the " re s pon s ible " (as decided b y the
s tudent s) fac';)lty member will be buri ed.
Dufour: What a way to go'
Gilbert: The burden can. ·in fact. become insurmounta ble for thi s individu a l.
Insofar as my opinion on th e st ru ctured ver s us unstructur e d program .
Quite s imply. I'm fo r the s tructL;rctl program . For reaso ns which I've menti oned
before. I reali ze that di a log is necessary at
any time for progress to be 'madc . But at the
sa me time . I believe more of the s tudents
will be hurt than not by a n unstructured
program. I believe that it is a more rcasonabl~ procedure to take a look at our peer
_111stJtut1ons and_scc what ty pe of things they
are drnn g. I thmk th a t there arc practi ca l
necessities . I think the kids of this sc hoo l
,1ave_to be concerned about trivial things
like jobs. graduate schools. and things like
tha t. In an experimental program. I think
you must face the fact that not every school.
every graduate school. every principal is
go111g to be .rumping over herself in an a ttempt to get this individual to go to work for
them . The fact remains that kids who go to
school under an experimental program a re.
111 fact. being experimented upon.
Martindale: Well.
think the term
"uns_tructured" . is unfortunate. It is my
feeling that the student should have , and
be trained and s upported, in the essential
responsibility of his own education . That
seems to be what they're saying time and
time again - that they want a choice in it.
they don't ·want I 00 hours of their education to be predetermined for them. I think
that if they do go to irresponsible faculty if the students themselves ~re irresponsible, that this is where the burden is , Let
them discover it, and then support them
when they seek help or guidance later on .
Cont. on pJC. 11
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DISCUSSION CONCLUDES

I don't know how we can ' stand and say
Forslev: I can't pass up the opportunity
that we're going to impose education on
to comment on one thing that you said . A
someone - it just doesn't come that way.
coup"ie of night s ago Franklyn McCormick
What we may consider a proper education
on WG N, who comes out with pearls of
may not be an education at all to the one
wisdom once in a while , said that industry
(in real life, as they say, Mr. O'Toole's
One of the highlights of the recent jourconcerned . Whether we as a college or we
is asked why they have so many poor
wife) . As the sophisticated, dissipated Urnalism convention down Florida way. was a
as departments ever come around to reapeople working for them, and they blame
sella Mossbank, jaded actress, she comes on
private showing of the new "musicar·
lizing what's being told to us - daily it on the colleges . You go to the college
like gangbusters. With a lush role that '
Goodbye Mr. Chips, an MGM film starring
about this business, it's going to happen
professor, and he says that the high school
Peter OToole and a screen newcomer of would be simple to over-do, she doesn"t. Inwithout us. It's happening. It's already
preparation is terrible . And you go to the
"Downtown'" fame. Petula Clark . The na- · stead, she turns in the comic performance
occuring. I really hear them· saying, all
high school teacher and he sa ys, well, you
of the year. If she is not nominated for some
tion·s young editors had a distinct advanright , so I don ' t know which way to go,
should see what we get from the elementakind of award, then justice hath fled to bruttage over the oldtimers. for anyone who sat
but let me join in the choice of discovering
ry schools . you go to the elementary
in that Miami theatre that stormy afternoon _ish beasts and man hath lost his reason.
which way to go, and then support me•- - schools, and its, you s hould see what we
was full of memories of the old Robert Dowhen I make the choices. So they bomb
get from the primary grades. You go there,
Through the adept use -of "Song-over"
:iat-Greer Garson version of the forties, for
out? So they fall? O . K . Let them learn!
and they say, well, preparation begins in
which both performers were nominated for
(having the cnaracters' th'ou2hts sung by That to me is education . They're so sick
kindergarten , and that's terrible, and the
Oscars. Memories, in fact, flooded this cibkindegarten teacher says that preparation
them-with closed mouths-while gomg- of being told how to feel, how to behave,
serve(s mind faster than the water from the
begins at home, and you go to the mother,
about their business). the story of the gentle how to act. I think that part of their colgale-like storm was flooding that lovely
lege experience should be for us to help
and she says, well it's -no wonder - look at
schoolmaster never stops flowing. and for
Florida movie-house.
the father's parents! ·
two hours we all willingly and tearfully be 0 them find their way through the various
come loyal alumni of Brookfield , Mr disciplines and sciences. and I don't see
But getting back to my feelings about
them doing it with most of their education
Chip.ping' s boys' school -- "tearfully." for
It took little time indeed, however, to
structured or unstructured programs, I
being predetermined for them.
no
one
is
better
than
the
British
at
genuine
shut out the old and savor the new, for if
feel that the student should have as many
Nissim-Sabat: Philosophically I'm in
honest-to-goodness pathos. When we are all
nothing else (and there is plenty) the camera
options as possible so that he is not relefavor of the unstructured program - that's.
numbed by {: hips' final tragedy and are sadalone bedazzles the vision. The scenes of the
gated to taking specified courses from
the one I've followed all my life. But pracly mourning with him, he turns inward and
lush green English countryside, and the filispecified people that might not give him
tically I follow this unstructured curricuasks just what has he taught the boys. With a
greed views of ancient Greece seem to be
what he need s. But we have to do this in
lum within a very structured curriculum in
weary-but-re solu te-i ndom itable- B ri tis h
made of gossamer : breath-taking tapestries
the framework of what is best for the
society. Namely what you learn when you
spirit. he says: "I suppose there was one . get to college depend s on you, and what's
of color that seem crotcheted on the screen
student, and then we get to the question,
thing we did teach them ... how to behave to
-- panaramic needlepoint.
what s hould somebody get out of a college
taught depend s on the college. The two
each other. And is there anything more imeducation? On thi s, of course, everybody _
need not correspond. You may learn a lot
portant to teach than that ? Is there ?'" When
has his own views, so my policy would be
about things you were never taught about,
OToole, who says he got his mental picthe lights came on, there wasn't a dry eye in
thi s : The only concrete thing I would have
ano you may learn nothing in courses th a ,
ture of Mr. Chips from an old photograph
to go on is ~hat graduate schools require
the theatre, and the tears mixed with rain
were taught over a nd over to you . Thereof James Joyce (of all people), does indeed
for admission, what industry looks for,
thoroughly
soaked
the
carpeting
underfoot.
fore.
a
clear
distinction
mu
st
be
made
look like the Irish novelist and turns in an
around here. What we're talking about is ano as a result, 1uoking at this, I think that
excellent performance, making marvelous
what's being taught. not what's being what most places want is a broad backGo see this beautiful fiim. and join ·us at
use of his hands and eyes. Miss Clark, while
learned . Again, some people· learn what's ground. They don't want scientists trained
the Savoy in 1979 for Brookfield '69's tenth
no Greer Garson as an actress, is most conbeing taughL Some learn more , some less. all through undergraduate work s trictly at
reunion. Perhaps by then, we too will know
vincing as a music hall gal who is tired of
We're trying to figure out a curriculum for a scientific discipline. They want them to
how to behave to each other.
the bright lights, but the performance of
have a broad eJtposure to the basic field s
six ·thousand. and eventually as many as
performances is turned in by Sian Phillips
__ E. M. Lie bow
ten thousand undergraduates in this col- of knowledge . At least this is my opinion.
And the broad fields of knowledge, at
lege. We have to have all of them in mind
as a society - a community - as well as least as the curriculum council define s it,
.
~tiD:fiiPl~WINFl~M~
would be the humanities, the arts, the soindivipual atoms.
I think it would be very unfortunate if the cial sciences, and the natural sciences. So
unstructured curriculum should go I feel that the best thing would be to have
FEATURING
through _a nd give so much power to the stu- some sort of program with minimum struc"THE HIS & THE HERS"
den ts' advi Jers. Because here we"ll have the ture so that the student has as many oppower to st ructure every student"s curricu- tions as possible in each of the divisions.
LADIES' NIGHT-TUE.
lum. If a student comes to me I will defi10c FOR ANY POPULAR
What this amounts to is essentially· what
nitely require him to take psychology. but if
you are calling structured programs. But I
DRINK FROM 7 P.M.-?
he goes to Dr. Forslev. the chances are that
he will not require him to take psychology. perso nally would feel, and would hope,
BEER BASH EVERY
that there should be many more options
Do you see how this student"s education is
SUNDAY FROM 4-11
that are presently available to students. I
left 10 chanct:? That"s not freedom . I think
FOOD, ENTERTAINMENT,
we have to face the fact that we have ave r- favor options because in this way a
ALL THE DRAFT BEER
age students who come from very in- student does have a chance to get away
adequate high schools. If our high school from the incompetent faculty member, and
YOU CAN DRINK-$2
he has the opportunity to take subjects in
system were in any way adequate I would
OPEN 11 A.M.-4 A.M.
not be in favor of a core curriculum. But we .which he is interested, so it is a structure,
7 DAYS A WEEK
have students who come to our college who but with more options then have been proposed so far.
lack the mere essentials of knowledge . I
FEATURING GIANT
Maybe if we go to a structured program
have
students
in
every
one
of
my
classes
CHAR-BROILED HAMBURGERS
the individual departments will come up
who don 't know that the earth goes around
& COMPLIMENTARY PEANUTS with more options within their basic areas
the sun . Why should we allow this to continof knowledge . I really think that · the
ue? lsn "nhere a minimum core of what we
4660 N. SHERIDAN RD.
so-called unstructured program may turn
could call human knowledge - such tha t
out to be too highly structured when it's
even a psychologist should know tpat the
left up to a faculty member to designate
earth goes around the sun and not the
what courses his majors should take.
other way around

Mr. Chips,
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Merry Christmas. to all in PRINT, or
out of it. - D.L.
Happy Channukah.

Another Classified Ad : Who the
Hell is Frank Bublo? What's he._got
that I ain 't? - love & Kisses, Bernie .

Merry Christmas! Staff.

The Beehive

Use the Christmas season to
end the war - Instead
of making retail stores rich .
. And love a lot.
- Bob Huac

Bernie Farmer: Make any proposition you wish, but just keep your
hands to yourself - M.L. Gasfrill
P.S. two "l's" if you will.
Come to the fern festival. It's tremendous .

Wanted : One pool hall attendant to
replace the billa in who now holds
same position .
Support Sociology Club Food Program . This last week response has
been gpod so far, keep it up! .
- HO! HO! HO! - Lynn
D.A.G .: Your Christmas present to
me will be·toloose at pool once in a
while . Signed F.R.P.J.E.

F.F.

For good folk singing , discussion,
coffee, come to " Matt' s Old Trunk"
Coffee . House Bethany Methodist
Church Ashland (1600 W) and Win·nemac (5000 N) Sunday nights . Admission - one can of food proceeds
go to the Young Patriots.

Only some scorpios bad lovers are .
- Mondo Incoherent

let the world know and take heed
Richard Berlingers Birthday Dec.
26th.

Rei ndeer for
FRANK

I love Daus.

Peace on Earth! Signed, Curtis leMay

To Bird: Merry Christmas and Hap-

py New Year.
24th . - Vic

Remember

May

John L. Purdue in the 8th .
D.M. Just you and me, baby.
Coach Dooley is alive at NISC.

All my love to J .M., M.C., D.G., R.B.,
K.D., M.S., D.K., D.H., LS., M.G ., J.B.,
ETC.
Cong rads to Madonna on her great
choice of mates.
Advice to anyone is merely butting
in on someone elses' mess. - Dr.
S.S. PhD.
Detroit 19
Bears 9
Greenbay 24
Bears 3
Top these, Dave Green!!
Our Condolences to the mu~dered
Fred Hampton . - F.E., J.T., L.A.
Pant! Gasp! Sigh! Gasfril! Bernie .

love,

99.9% of the people in the world
are insane.

Jeanie: I dig you . -

B.S.

liberate the Senate office before
Christmas - bring it home - Ho Chi
Baby.
Send a Republican to Alaska and
make an Eskimo happy on Christmas. - L.B .J .
Brian R. come home we need you!!
T.C.T.L.T.S.S.O .
Duke: 67 days and you "blew" it.
- Tall one.

Dr. Sid Sisters: How am I to survive
the holidays without your tidbits of
truth? - M.G .
Santa ' s Helpers : Mrs . Po rges, Dave
Me isner, Rich Rzadecki, Jim Skonberg , and that's all.
Rent!

- -

Call

Z

Santa Claus is a long-ha ir, radical,
hippie-queer.
There are only 379 more shopping
days 'til Christmas.
Even Mondo
Christmas!

Crypto

celebrates

Carol Sp. - Next time I'll call Friday
to confirm Saturday. - Jeff
Happy Channucha to the newest
member of Kial Yisroel, Jim Perry.
Chimneys are getting smaller this
year. - S. Claus
When in doubt, jingle some bells.
May all your Christmases be white
- the Aryan Caucus .

The_ preceding messages were paid for by members of the NISC
classifieds were donated by PRINT to the UNICEF fund.
community. Funds received for these

.
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The attic

This fro zen winter in an alien land
this stoned-ice city of cement
is warmed by summer promise ;
and we, new as summer, kindle
hope offuture knowing
that green will live again
as we inside now live.

pull th e shade
shut the door
lock th e latch
close the eyes
becom e no-one
W ere you as lone as I!
C o mrades lau f! hter echoed as th f' f ootsteps.
W as your heart as ston e as m ine~
Wim er ice promised in autumn chill
,111d we - stone that
m et and brought to life
a ne w life, a hope of summer promise
and you ...
Urandi .. .first-person warrior more than proud
an~ 1 ... ston~ without a hope...
unttl you whispered love
and I became summer promise.
Karen Yanoff-Wilson

it is called deciding

JII till' attic a/011f! ll'ith the dirt and darkness
ar,· the hones 1i(childr1'11.
skell'lo11s , 0111· 1/10u.rn11d indit-idtllll Sl'/s
that hid,·_fi·om /if!hl.
at 11if!hl, whill' ll"alchl'rs and ll'ishl'rs assume'
thl'ir dl'ath-likl' states
the childffn play ll'ith st/"t'l't sif!IIS
and 1·ario11s stu.f]c'd anim1tls .
a silent acth·ity that apparently disturbs 110 onl'.
and th ey la11f!h u·hen one 11·ill.fi1lly.fi1lls apart,
and they build dream., made of ll'oodl'n blocks.

Were you as stone as I ?
I, too , knew th e stree ts
as stranger, as ne ver-known ,
as fallen footst eps echoing a lone stone soul
never-heard.
·

Wednesday,Dec. 10, 1969

the fear of unknown fear
hears nothing
·
for it is afraid to take the turn
tq ward the object desired
and the desire is coiling insidetighter
to infinity .
ine vitable rejection by those who reject
is so possible
that the maternal warmth of security
holds e verything
slows everything .. . .

On a particular day <>(no actual impo rtanc e'
I put upon my fc' t't. i11dia11 moccasins
to in1·cstiw 1te ll'hat I hl' ard in the attic .
in spite <~(hesitation
( I had no t hn·n th ere in many y<'ars)
I procl'nl<'ll to.find it.fill<'d ll'ith children small skeleton l'd kids runninf! about the slwdo11·-Jilkd room .

stop.

I want 10 live in the nucleus of life.
NO intricate lyrics with smooth-sounding words
NO planned chord progres!;ions
NO wah-wah-peddles or electric thumbs
(only whispered emotion)
Not reflected or revisioned
or devisioned
or teevisioned
(just the inner course of life)
It's all a complicated manufactured game
(probably by Parker Brothers)
The abolished basic thoughts from
The Rule Sheet
AND,
we have forgotten what bliss is like,'
we forgot to write it in the script.
... Michele Stremke ...

She delivers crippled babies from their pain.
Writing home to me, she's on to something new
About the way I found her falling down.
"I beg you please to soon declare
How you chanced to see my face
Upon the day when I was wed
To a mirror and a -lamp."
I only cry and bow my eyes
For she has been and won't return ,
But then, I've many things to do
And write her back I can't recall.
Like some extraordinary floor
I'm beat and swept up by
A broom I never knew too well
And will never.know again .

Genesis
Sometime shortly after dawn a loudly animated
B UZZZZZZZZZZZZ ! ! !
pierces my sleep
and forces me to admit to
chaos.
ULTRA BRITE attacks my molars
and agitates my taste buds
and gives my mouth sex appeal
and makes people like me because I've got sexy teeth
and also rots my sexy teeth
and cause:.· grisly gunis
and makes me feel insecure if I don't use it
and makes me the numb product of

~-

, .•.-j'

U·S
l

y---~..,

,;.,.,,

A.:if

July Fourth 1969
(or How Mayor Daley Saved Me From
A Life Of Sin And Wrongdoing)
by Ira Scrutch and Richard Tafilaw

The Independence Day parade,
Which was planned for 2 PM,
Will not begin till after
All the people leave the street.
"They've no business here anyway!" ,
Cries a pig.
Grab your helmet and your gun
We can promise loads offuri .
I ndep: ndence Day's a day for feeling proud.
"Are you a member of
SDS, NAACP, AAA , AFL-CIO, LSD,
The Communist Party,
The Nazi Party,
The Prohibition Party,
Mothers To End The War In Viet Nam,
A Yippie, a Hippie , a puppy,
A 'middle of the road' radical,
Black Power, Flower Power, scouring powder,
A Black Mus/um,
A nudist, or one oftht>.1·e dam lndian:i?"
"I'm an avocado grower. "
"Kill the Bastard, he'.\' a foreigner,
Probably a Commie, too!"
"/ wish I wa.l' an Alabama Trooper ... "
"Give' that boy a gun
And a bil( piece o,fmom's apple pie."

:::Waking is my original sin
and my pemmce lasts until
I sleep again.
. . . Michele Stremke ...

Do not stop, sit, .~land,
(ook, run, tJr ll'll/k on the
gras.1! This is your park,
enjoy it.
And .HJ as the sun sloll'iy sinks in the west
You can hear the birds in the trees
Hummi111( The Declaration of Independence
To th,, melody of'God Bless America'
With Mayor Dalt•y l(frinl( 'his .~ide of the story'
Superimposed on a painting ofJe.rn.l' Christ
Wal"inl( an A~merican Fial(.

At dusk the secret darkness begins,
the owl moves and comes upon me.

Tablecloth

.!]

Editor: W andick

AMERICAN ADVERTISING

Rank coffee assaults and insults
my passive morning stomach and
toasted jellied crusts clash against
the insides of my mouth and
pierce Coca Cola cavities
with pain.

conversion resumes
inside and out.
someone listens, wants to listen ,
but dares not do
.what must be done alone.
and then there is movement
with the now-known fear .

Stoned and disheartened, taking notes
on the approaching secret darkness
the owl watches .
retaining a gravely impressive manner
singular in wisdom and isolation,
he excites an admiration .
u loss of spirit, a loss of hope
he occurs in the night,
active in the concealment of the
gloom-dreary remoteness .of himself.
dejected from being alone
wise because of it,
the solemn Count puts existence
on the pretext of strong claws to seize comprehension and other animals .

Karen Yanoff-Wilsori

by, Ira Scrutch and Richard Tafilaw

. . . nothing but the p_ain of seeing
stop.

A bird of prey

On "•·gnorance •. s b11· s s"

Something ·the Ashtray

stop.

Madeleine Pabis

/11 the attic along ll'ith the dirt and darkness
are th e hon<'s of child/"t'n .
skeletons , one thousand and one indil ·idual sets
that hide _fi-om light.
J. A. Nowakowski

Smoke-filled soul,
tell me
how the bass beats blue.
Tell me how
lazy early morning silence
dances titillatingly
on yellow rays of silken sox tunes
and cymbals sound as wakened birds
all mellowed _a nd soft-f eathered
behind half-drowsed iids.
Tell me
how y our dreams
are gut gut-stringed violet
in pools of melting twilight
and green tinkling laughter
floats back in 5/7 time.

confusion collides
and music becomes a death march
of a familiar rhythym
that has been played
over and over and over and ...

J

WJ,~en the "L" goes past the lights die
Ahd are born again crying
So, we've set out candles.
It's tight up hue. Looking at the snow
And the walk beneath the street light
We're drinking coffee and .l'he speaks ,
"I wish I had.a cil(arette
Or some peanut butter
Or something more than coffee. '. '
"Snoll' is such a waste, it's doomed before it falls."
"Let's go walking."
"To where and who cares, l'm ready."
We leave the place and the "L"
And the candles and the coffee
And start out trampinx in the snoll'.
It's cold in coats and scarfs
But walkinx's heal'y and ll'e're warm
Before long, .l'he speaks again,
"I'll hum a cil(arette . . . "
"Two!"
" ... or fH 'o . "

" You 're beautiful in snow
Or rain
Or e1•enfo1(. "
"You lie but are quite easily read."
We've gone far out nowhere
Till \l'e start for home again
And our candles and 0111· coffee.
The hour isfa11· beyond all clocks
And still she hexs me for the time
Before .l'he comes to reason,
"You steal Cif!arettes well."
"'Ti.~ all in the wrist and mind."
So nqw we've settled down upon the couch
To l)Jatch the snoll'fall and drink coffee
Until the dall'n has put the night to death.
She smokes then sleeps beside me
And tire. snow keeps falling
And I ll'atch it madly pour.
It '.~ morning .l'omeholl'
And she':,· busy making coffee
In the kitchen when she speaks,
"Has the snow ended}"
"Outside, yes, at.five."
"Are there cigarette.1· left?"
"Many."
We .~mokt, and die 01•er coffee
And she ':1· up and at the door
C/osinf! it behind her.
I 11•atchfrom the window
As she kneels in.l'ide tht• front yardfa•nce
And ll'TClps ht1~ arms Clhout the maple tree .
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SCIENCE GROUNDBREAKING MAY BE IN MARCH

This is th e week in whic h G o vernor
Ogilvie is ex pected to rel ease some $ 36 million dollars for the construction of NISC's
science building. If, in fact , Ogilvie does
release those fund s, bids will open in midJanuary, and construction will probabl y be
under way by March . Campus Planning an-

nounced tha t the delay in receiving the state
money has now pushed occupancy of the
Science building to January, 1972.
These facts were discussed by President
Sachs at last weeks Faculty Assembl y. In
addition, Sachs revealed that the Board of

P;RINT'S ADVISER WRITES
A STORY!
Pro ba bly the niost exciting. most educational. and most interesting annual convention is the one sponsored jointly by those
old generation gappers -- the peppy college
newspaper editors and the erstwhile old
men called advisers (I could still go ten
rounds with Ken Davis any day of the
week) . This year 's convention in Miami was
no exception.
The official hosts of the convention are!
the Associated Collegiate Press and the National Council of College Publications Advisers. and they presented a program that
included everything from crash courses on
newspaper photography to sessions on
campus radicals and rebellion; four-fetter
words in the press: the tendency of college
papers-to go "independent ;" and the
curious relati o nship of editor-adviser-president-board in time of joy and time of libel.
Over the past four or five years I have
been amazed at the practicality of the whole
thing ; the-no nonsense approach. the lack
of boring papers that interested no one-including the speakers : and the vast amount
that students and advisers learned from
each other.
Over the years I have been particularly
impressed by the depth . the knowledge, and
good sense expressed by Mr . Louis Berman,
adviser to the huge Michigan State daily; by
Elizabeth Barnes. adviser to the Stephens
College newspaper in Columbia. Missouri.
and also by Arthur Sandy Sanderson, one of
the advisers at the University of South Florida. Tampa. The energy and ability of Dario
Politella. outgoing president of NCCPA.
has also been a source of amazement .
· This year 1334 students and advisers

made the tropical scene, coming from 43
states. the District of Columbia. and C a nada. Ttiere were 52 speakers ~nd~over I 00
exhibitors and guests. There were also
about a half dozen students from our sister
school, as we were wont to say, Chicago
State College . The last statistic isn't particularly exciting until one remembers that our
student allocations and Fees Committee cut
out all travel money for the new,...,aper . It
seems ironic that a trip of a lifetime, an education of a lifetime has to be scrapped in
such an arbitrary fashion, but who knows
what evil lurks in the hearts of men?
Another feature of the Press Convention
has been the introduction of excellent , unreleased movies that are attended free . The
movie companies, of course, hope the editors will review the films and drum up business (see the review of Goodby Mr. Chips
elsewhere among ~hese pages.) Last year,
the students and advisers say The Fixer and
this year were treated to Mr. Chips, The
Sterile Cuckoo, and Futz.
Yet still another joy of such a convention
is meeting exciting people from schools totally different from our own . This year I
had lunch and a most interesting discussion
with Tommy Oder. sports editor of The
Paladin, the weekly paper at Furman University -- deep in the heart of South Carolina. He was a serious. enthusiastic journalist, and, above all , had a deep concern for
the quality of his school and his school paper. Anyone could perceive instantly that
he was a sportswriter who was certainly _no
Dave Green -- he had brains . (And I could
go 15 rounds right now with Dave Gr~en.
but not over a pool table.)
-- E. M. Lieb0w

Higher Education , in its meeting of December 2, authorized release of its special contingency for the Classroom building project. The architects are pr.e sently in working drawings. The drawings , he revealed,
will be complete in January, and bids
sho4ld be taken in March.

The high-rise parking facility, however,
won't be under way for some time. Schematic drawings are complete, and they
should be presented to the Board of Governors at their January meeting. Bids should
be taken sometime next October.

EXAM DA TE ·MISPRINTED
The November 12th issue of PRINT carried an advertisement from the Chicago
Board of Education, Board of Examiners
regarding the December 29. 1969 examination . The .list of titles included Geogra.
0

PLEASE SHOW
UPFOR
INTERVIEWS,
PLACEMENT
ASKS
The Placement Office wishes to remind
students who sign up for interviews to be
sure to make an appearance. We have not
been deluged for reguests for recruitment
from non-teaching sources ~cause we arc
not a source of engineers and business and
technical majors. We are pursuing a policy
of earnestly recruiting tt,e recruiters. On
Friday. November 14. 1969. a prime agency was on campus to recruit and had a list
of 7 students ~ho had signed up for interviews. Of the 7. fo ur failed to ~how up for .
, their appointments. Students arc urged to
call in and cancel if they cannot appear. ·
This allows other students 10 get interview
time and acts an encouragement fnr n:s
peated recruitment dates o; the part of the
employer.

phy and foreign languages and many of ou-r
secondary students were interested in these
areas. The "ad" which was prepared by a
firm for the Board stated erroneously that
student~ who completed all requirement
by July I. 1970 were eligible to take the
examination. The correct cut-off date as
issued in the official circular of the Board
of Examiners was February I. I 970.
Therefore. any student who would complete all requirements for the ·degree by
that date was eligible to take the cxamina110.:i. April J 970 graduates would not be ·
eligible . Students should remcmb.!r that
some of these de adline dates apply only to
examinations prepared by the Board Ixcause no suitable N.T. E . examination in a
particular field exists. As in the past. students who seek certificates in areas for
which a suitable N .T.E. cxammat1on exists
a nd is required. have much more leeway .
An N .T.E. score is "good" for a three year
I- riod. This allows for much more flexibility u~ fo r as taking ohe written portion of the
certificati ,_.i, procedure is concerned .

Berne Jeweler~ - Gifts

Wholesale &
Discount Prices
to All Students.
-Repairing3312 West Bryn M"wr Ave
Phone

Still don 1 t _know if you want to go to DO,W NEY?
Feel you need more information? or further exp/antion? -

Then COME TO THE ORIENTA"rlON AT DOWNEY
TODAY WEDNESDAY DEC. 10 1:00-3:30
If you need a ride, come to Dr. Dufou..is office (C531) at 12:00.
If y~u. need directions, see the Experiemntal College bulletin board (near D104).

DO COME IF YOU ARE AT ALL INTERESTED

JU NIPER 8-1859
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MINOR FIRE PROMPTS
SAFETY WARNING
A minor electrical fire broke o ut late on
th e eve ning of Nove mber 24 in the NISC
Pl ace me nt office . T he cause of the fire was
no t immediate ly know n, although a mutilated cube tap , or three-way plug, was found
in the sco rched outl et which-caused the fire .
Plugged into the tap, according to Melvyn A. Skvarla of campus planning, were an

~

Fire Department and the Board Fire Marshall, was first discovered by a custodian on
his routine cleaning rounds at about I :30
a.m . Earlier, sec urity guards had reportedly
sought the source of a burning smell,_wl)ich
had been detected near the cafeteria. It was
later discovered that the fire was immediatel y next to an exhaust duct, which car-

Wednesday,Dec. 10, 1969

STUDENTS NAMED TO BOARD
OF HIGHER ED.
Fo rm e r Senator Ja y Byro n and PRINT
Editor K e n Davis were named recen tl y hy
President Sachs to the St a te o f Illinois
Board o f Higher Education·s Ad-Hoc Student Advisory Boa rd . Byron is the reg ul ar
member. D av is is his alternate .
The Illinois board. considered to he the
first state board to na me a student advisorv .
panel , is charge with the co-ordination of
all fi ve lower boards in th e state . The Board
also ho lds all new progra ms subject to review. and is respo ns ible for master planning
_<;>f a ll state public institutions.

The Board of Higher Education is composed of ten citizens. o ne memher of each
governing boa rd. and the Superintendent of
Public Instruction .
The student advisory panel met for th e
first time November 21 in Normal at Illinoi s State University . The powers and
functions of the pane l were discussed . It was
decided th a t th e panel wo uld meet for th e
first .full reg ul ar sessio n in a bo ut two weeks
a t C ircle campus.

ATTBNTION:

Candidates far Teaching Pasitians
in Chicago Public Schaals
electrical space heate r, a coffee pot and two
lamps. The space heater, examined afterwards, was still switched on.
Mr. Skvarla wa rned against overloading
office outlets with heavy-draw appliances,
such as coffee pots. " We must consider the
consequences of w hat could have happened", he explained.
The fire , reported to both the Chicago

F IRST

RUN

McVICKERS
15 W MIOISON

782 8230

ried the smoke throughout that area of the
campus.
Several telephone cables we re damaged,
and a filing cabinet pushed against the wall
was burned. The thick wooden paneling lining the office has a four-ho ur fire rati ng,
and it was burned over several square feet.
Total darrtage was estimated at $300.

NATIONAL TEACH ER EXAMINATIONS
for Elementary (K-8)
and Selected High School Areas ,
CHICAGO N.T.E. REGISTRATION DEADLINE DATE:

Thursda y, January 8, 1970, 4: 30 p.m.
Chicago Pl'.lblic Schoo ls will use the scores
as part of their 1970 certifo:a,te exarnir;iations for:
Kindergarten-Primary Grades 1-2-3
(N .T.E.-Early Childhood Ed ucation)
Intermediate and Upper Grades 3-8
(N.T.E.-Education in the Elementary Schools)
Ari Grades 7-12
(N.T.E.-Art Education)

starts ,

High School English
(N.T.E .- English Language and Literature)

FRI .,DEC.19
Continuous from
9a.m.
......
. ~--

Homemaking Arts - Grades 7-12
(N.T.E.- Home Econom ics Education)
Industrial Arts - Grades 7-12
(N.T.E.- Industrial Arts Educati on)
High School Physic al Education-Men
(N.T.E. - Men's Physi cal Education)
High School Physical Edu cation- Women
(N.T.E. - Women's Phys ical Education)

High School Mathematics (N .T.E.-Mathematics)

All Candidates Must Take the Common Examination
and the Teaching Area Examination Relevant to
the Certificate Sought

-~~~

"A Riot of
Sexual
Vandalism"

Applicants for teaching positions in the
Ch icago Public Schools should:
1. Register with the Educational Testing Service, Princeton , New
Jersey to ta~e the common examination and the relevant teaching
a rea examination. Registration for N.T.E. closes January 8, 1970.

2. Indi cate on the N.T.E. form, line 10, that scores should be submitted to the Chicago Boa rd of Exa miners,Ch icago Publ ic Schools.

- Playboy

"The orgies go
on forever"

3. File application fo r certification examination (form Ex-5) with
the Boa rd of Exam iners. The following credentials should accompany th e ap plication (Ex-5), if not already on Hie: Official copy of
birth certificate, off icial transcr ipt of fill college work attempted.

- N . Y. Dally News

The application and credentials must be filed by Thursday, January 8, ~ 970, 4 :30 p.m.
--

"Mixes
Sex
and
,,
.
I
V10 ence

The National Teacher Examinations will be
administered Jan. 31, 1970 on 400 college campuses.

- L.A . Times

"ACRES OF

For additional inform ation: Board of Examiners, Room 624

.ANATOMY AND

CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS
228 N. La Salle Street, Chicago, Illinois 60601

BUSHELS OF
BOSOMS~'farlWilson

or the Office of Teacher Recruitment,
Chicago Publ ic Schools or Teacher Placement Office

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

"An Important Film ...
treats Sex and its
Perversions with
honesty... some truly
horrific moments."

Please send me informat ion abou t the
National Teacher Exami.nation s fo r:
O Kindergarten-primary grades 1-2-3
D Intermediate and uppe r grades 3-8
O High school, _ _ _ _ _-,----,-,~---,-------<s ubject area)
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

- L.A. H erald Examiner
4;119fi9 Am er,c •n l nlern:a l ion:i,I P ,C tu, es. ,,.. c

JAMES H ~ICHIJLSON·• SAMUEL 1. ARK(Jf

Addres s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

,,.w,.

KEIR DULLEA · SENTA BERGER· LILLI PALMER
ANNA MASSEY · SONJA ZIEMANN

:::. ::"JOHN HUSTON
_

_ _ _ _ __::,
u

®L..._~~

"~.'.::_I6 no t a<Jm ,tte(l

l ~lAilB(

I .~·

~ ~'i,'!,m, ARTU R BRAUN ERao•LOUIS M . HEW.'ARD· '"n)~ RICHARD MATHESON
ORO DUCI D e, SAMUEL Z. AR KOFF and JAMES H. NICHOLSON· D'fi, C> IO a, CY ENDFIELD
frt,I USlC B'r BI LLY STRANGE . ,..,,, AMERICAN INT ERNATIONAL f'IC1LJRf
,.. CO LOR l'Y MOVl[LAB

City, _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ State _ __

_ _ _ _ z ;p _ __

College _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

ca

eu..~~~~ ~~~~,£;
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ARE YO,U ON THIS LIST?
What the heck are you going to do if you ever need hospital care
in an emergency? You'll have to pay cash, that's what. If you'd
iust pick up your little blue cross card today in the health
services, you'd never have to worry ...
CHASE, KENNETH L
IWASHCHUK, MARIA LEHNING, MARJORIE
NORLING, FRED R
FORDE, WILLA.IMC
CHAVARRIA, ARSEN
JACOBS, GLORIA F LEOPOLD, RONALD
NORMAN, ANDY R
FORMAN, VIRGINIA
CHINN ~ KRISTINA
JACOBSON, BLYTHE LESSER, SUSAN G
NORWOOD, JOYCE
F RASER, MARY K
JAMES, EDWARD L
LEWAN, KP.REN A
CHMIEL, ROBERT M · FLORES, SA.'!
NOVAK, DARLENE J
LEWAND , JAMES A
CHMURA, ERNEST V
NOWINSKI, ROBERT .
F RED RICKS ON , JAN L JAMES , ELLENS
LIDSKIN, STEVEN
CHODIL, KAREN A
JAMES , THOMAS F
0 BRIEN, ELIZABETH .
FREDRICKSON , KAR
JANIS , DEBORAH K LIED, GORDON E
CHRISTEN SEN, JOY M FREIMAN, CECILY
0 GRADY, ROSEMARY
LI PECKI, J OHN T
CHRONIS , JOANNE
JANOUSEK , RONALD
FHIMET, SHARON D
OGAWA , FLORENCE
LISKA, STEVEN
JANZ, DANIEL C
CLARE , NANCY G
OGG, CLYDE A
GAARD, JEAN L
LITBERG , EUGENE
OHMAN , NANCY B
JAROSCAK, MARY J
CLARK, CAROL L
GALLUCCI , NICHOL
LORCH , JUDIE
GASKl\, GLADYS
COC HRAN, KARr.N A
JASIEK, PHYLLIS
OLES, DEBORAH C
JASKE , MARILYN R LOV ITT, JEANNIE
OLESKE, LINDA A
COllliN LAWRENCE
GEA.NON, HELEN
JASKOL, ROBERT W LOVR ICI!, BOZIDAR
OLESZCZU K, J OHN
GEBHARDT , RUSSEL
COLI N . BARBARA T
,JEDD, JEFFREY L
GEBHARDT, SUSAN F
COMELLA, FRANK A
OL~EN, BRUCE K
LUKO, ANDREAS
OPEL , NADINE A
GE!'l·l , DANA T
CONKLIN , LILIUS
JENKINS, LINDA R 'LUNDQU IST, ' LOIS
OPEL, NANCY J
GIARDINI , WILLIAM
CONLON , DANIEL T
JERESEK, PAULETTE LUX, PATRICIA M
OSCARSON, MARTIN
GIBSON , CAROL A
JESCIIEK, BRUCE A MAAS, MATTHIAS K
CONNERY, JOitN J
OSMON, DAVIDS
JOHNSON, CATHLEE
GILMORE , MICHAEL
CONNERY, MARY J
MADURA, WAYNE
OSTAP<;:HUK, OLENA
,JOHNSON, HA:ROLD
GINSBERG, LOUISE
CONRAD I, JAMES R
MAHER, J ANE A
OSUCH , HENRY C
GLEESON , MARY P
J OHNSON, KIMBERLY MAHEU, THOMAS J
CONWAY , KATHLEEN
OZEKI, TERRILL G
GOLDBERG, OBERT B JONES, MARI LYN J
MAHONEY, THOMAS
COOKE, VICTORIA
PACER, KATHY A
JORGENSEN, RANDA
GOLDBERG, SUSAN L
CORAN, DON.',LD R
MAIHACK, JOCELYN
PAGEN, JERALYN S
JOVIC, BRONKO
GOLDFARB, STANLEY
COS TANZO, VINCENT
MALLIN, ROBERTA
PAI , CRA I G ,H
JUSTICE, BETTY W MALLOY, LUCILLE
GOLDFINE, LARRY
COSTE LLO, jAMES
PAKER, JOANNE B
KACHOS, FANNIE
GOLDSTEIN, CHARL
CC'•ULON , WILLIA/'!
MALONEY,KEV IN C
PANTOS, STEPHEN
KAHRIMAN, PETE
GOLDSTEIN, MARCI
CRANE, NOREEN S
MAN IA.TE S, WILLIAM
PARENTE, ANTHONY
KALL, OLYMPIA T
CREIGHTON, KEVIN
MANDELL, STEVEN·
PARK, WON-KEUN
GOL I NSK I, GREGORY
KAMINSKI ! ROBERT MANNELLA , FRANK
CROWLEY , SHEILA M.
PARKER, KENNETH
GOLUBIC , HELEN D
KAMMIER, DANIEL
CSOLKOV ITS, GARY
MANRRIQUEZ, JOSE
PAUL, PAMELA A
GOLYZNIAK, LEONARD KAN, ADELL MICHE
CUNNEEN , JAMES H
MARC I CIAK , EDWARD
PAULAUSKAS, CAROL A
GOMBERG, KAREN M
KANIK, JAMES R
CZAGANY, KATHY A
MARCUS, ROGER P
PAVON , MARYE
GOMBERG,
ROBERTA
KAPUSCINSKI,
KAR
CZAPLEWSKI, LOUIS
MARKWELL, JOAN C
PAWCHUK, CHRISTI
GONSOWSKI, RICHARD KARLIN, KR I STINE MAROHNIC, CAROL
CZERWIEN, GERARD
PEARSE , KAREN L
GONZALEZ , DIANNE
KARNE~, THOMAS M MARTINEZ, MARIA .
CZERWINSKI , JAMES
PEDDY , SUSAN E
GOODMAN, GERALD
KARPIK, EVA
CROTHERS, PAULA K
MART INOVICH , BOG
KARWASINSKI, KAT
PERNIN !, EDWARD
CZYSEN ; f.. CHES,TER
GOODMAN, SHARON
KATSAMAKIS, TONY
MARTOCCIO, JOHN
PERRY, MARY A
DABISCH, JAMES R
GORDON, NANCY L
KATZ, SUSAN G
MATHIAS, ROBERT
PESCE, GIACINTO
DABROWSKI, JEAN
~~:~~W=~~~R~R~GORY KAUFHOLD, PHYLLIS MAYERS , JANET M
PETERS , MICHAEL
DAGLEY , JUDITH A
PFEIFFER , ROBERT
GOSTOMELSKY, SUS
KEEFER , ROBERT A ::~!~S~N~~~I~E A
DALY, MARYBETH
PINAS, ZACHARY B
GRABOWSKI, LAWRENCE KEENEY, MARIANN
MAZUR, CHRISTINE
DAMM, DONALD A
PIWOWARCZYK, GER
GREEN, JOHN L
KELLER , NORMAN L MC BRIDE, CAROL
DANIEL, CONSTANCE
PLACZEK, WILLIAM
GREEN , THEOPHANE
KELLEY, ROBERT W MC GUINNESS , PAT
DAVIS , CHERYLL
POLITANO, LINDA
GRINING, KAREN C
KENNEDY' MARGARET MC HUGH, MARY J
DEEMAR, AARON R
POLLAKOV , WILLIAM
GRONSKI , LAURAL
KEZELE, ANTHONY
MC HUGH, SHEILLA F
DENENBERG, LIBBY
PINES , NANCY
GROSCH, CHRISTINE
KIEWERT, KANDISE MC LAUGHLIN , LINDA
DENNING , GREGORY
KIMMEL, THOMAS :1
PORTENLANGER , ,JO
DERON, DAVID A
GROSSE , NANCY
MC LOUGHLIN, COL
POSTREGNA , BARBA
KLEIN , JOHN P
DERRICO, BEVERLY
GROSSO , DIANE M
MC NEELY, CONNIE
POSZEWANIUK , VAL
KLEINZWEIG, .GINA MC PH~E, PATRI CK
DEZYNSKI, JAMES
GROUZARD, DENISE
BIENDSEIL , RONALD
POTRUE , RICHARD
KLUG , GARY D
BILSKE, JUNE C
DICK , PHYLLIS L
GUDEL, DIANE M
MEDVILLE, DIANE
POTYNSKI , ADELL
BERGER, PETER
KNORST, JUDITH
DILLA, LAURISSA
GREFFE, RICHARD
MEDWEDEFF , RONNA
BLACK, DENNIS F
DILLON, CRAIG K
HABEL, NANCY A
KNUTSON, LINDA K MEISENHEIMER, MARILYN POWELL, ANDREA D
PROSSER , JEAN M
DI l,7,0N, PATRI CK P
BLAND, LEAH D
HACKMAN, ROBERT
KOLL INS, FRANK C MEITZ, CONSTANCE
PROST, RONALD
KOLODZIEJ, WANDA MENSCH, RONALD L
BLASZCZYK, RICHARD DISCH, EDWARD A
HAIDUKE, CYNTHIA
PRZYBYLSKI, JANI
KOMOS, DIANE M
DISCIPIO , ROSEMARY HALLAS, KENNETH
BLOMSTRAND, J OHN
MERCADO, SYLVIA
PYZIK, JACQUELIN
DOBNER, JAMES R
BLUETHMAN, HAL C
KONOPKA , SHARON M MERCURIO , JOAN M
HALLISSEY , NEAL
RABIN, ELLYN R
DOBRYMAN, JUDITH
. KOPPA , ROBERT R
METZ , DONALD B
BOBER, LINDA M
tl.P.NNA, ROGER R
RABIN, MICHELE J
DOLEJSI , J OANNE
BOHMAN, MARY A
KOS , ~OBERT J
MIASO , JOHN F
HARAJNIN , HELENE
RADCLIFFE , JANET
DONATO , ANNA_1'1AR
BOLAND, KATHLEEN
KOSGROVE, BARBARA MICARI, VINCENT
HARASEK, ELIZABETH
RADELOFF , BEVERLY
DRUGAN , THOMAS A ,
KOWALKOWSKI, CHR MICHALSKI, RICHARD
HARRISON, SANDRA
BOOKSTEIN, HARVE
RAFA, GENEVIEVE
KOZIOL, NANCY
DUBYK , ROBERT M
BORTA, ROBERT J
HART , TERRIE L
MIKOS, JOSEPH P
RAKOWSKY, BONNIE
KOZLOWSKI , IRENE MILD, LINDA H
DU12L , JAMES A
BORUCKI, GEORGE
HAYES, JOHN A
RASHKY, SANDRA N
KRALL, SHARON .
DUNCAN , MICHAEL
MILLER, ROBERT L
BORUTA, SANDRA F
HEBDA, HILLARD C
RASMUSSEN, REXEN
, KRASS, SHERI J
DURIS, JAMES A
MI LLER, RO BERTA C
HE.L IN, MARY LUCI
BOSCHIAN, LENORA
REGULUS , VERA L
KRAVITZ , HARRIET MILLS, ELSIE F
BOW, MICHELLE P
DIXON, VALERIE
HENRIKSEN, RAYMOND
RESS , PETER M
KROK, DARLENE A
D\"ER , PHYLLIS G
BOYAR , DORANN L
HENRY, ETHEL K
MILLSTEIN, CORLY F
REYE S , HERMAN
KROL, JOYCE A
HERMANN, JEAN A
MITCHELL , MARCIA
BOYLE, CECILIA A
DZIEWIOR, MARILYN
RICHARDSON, JANI
KROL , ROBERT J
BRADLEY, CHARLES
EDDY, CHRISTIE A
HERNANDEZ, FRANK
MITROVIC, MILAN
RILEY, NORINE E
KROLIK, QANIEL G MONROE , KENNETH
BRESLIN , KRIST IN
HEWITT, ROBERT M
EDELMAN , BONNI
RILEY, WALTER C
KRUK
,
KATHLEEN
K
MARGO
K
HILBERG,
BRODER, SHELIA
MORGAN,
DAVID
EHLEN, LEE E
RIVERA , MARCELIN
BRODY, SUSAN
KRUPINSKI, ,THOMAS MOSS , STANLEY L
HILD, FRED
ELLI OTT, ,BARBARA
RIZZOLO, MARYE
KUBALA, ALFREDA
BRONDY, JAMES L
HILL, ANDREW J
ELOVITZ , HOWARD
'·!OYE, LEON
ROBESON , LAVERNE
KUBE , EUGENE R
HILL, BARBARA A
BROWN, LINDA M
ELSKE, JUTTA
MOYZIS , ROBERT K
ROBINSON, LORAINE
KUCINSKI, MARCIA MULTACK , GAIL M
BROWN, TERRY L
HOAGLAND, KENNETH
ERES, SHARI L
ROGAWSKI, ARLENE
KULA, GREGORY R
BRZEZINSKI, APRI
HOGAN , JOHN H
ESP OS ITO, LINDA C
MURPHY, THOMAS W
ROLANDO , DEAN
KUNG, LINYA
HOLLAND, TILLIE
MURRAY , DANIEL J
BUDDENBAUM, GERA
EVERETT , JANICE
ROLE, MYRON
KUNZ, ' JUDITH A
MURVINE; JAMES D
HOLMQUIST, BONNI
BURRIS, BRIAN J
FALTUM , ANDREW G
ROSA, PEDRO L
KUPCZYK,
KENNETH
HOLZ,
GUNTHER
H
MUZZEY
,
DIANE
J
CAHILL, THOMAS C
FANLON , ROBERT E
ROSE, JANICE M
KURTYKA, ELIZABETH NAGHSKI , MARY A
HORNE , FANCHION
CALDWELL, GERALD
FANUCCHI, ALEXAN
ROSENBLUM , CARY
KUSHNER, RICHARD H NARDIELLO , LOUIS
HOROWITZ , GEORGE
CANNON, KATHLEEN
FELDMAN, ENID A
ROSENBLOOM, JEAN
KUZMA, DIANE M
NEALi, MARY ' E
HORTON, JOHN W
CAPPS, GEORGE
FELDMAN, F,ERN C
ROSS I, MARY A
KAGIOIA, ANNA M
CARLSON, BRIAN B
SUZANNE
E
NEEB,
HORTON,
PATRI
CIA
J
ft_ffJtA,NtI~RTIN S
ROVER, GAIL A
NEGRON, EDDIE M
CARLSON , .CATHY A
HORWITZ , PHYLLIS A LALOWSK I, DOREEN
t·~LL'.ZJ::H, SHARON
ROZANSKI, NORBERT
LAMB
,
LYNN
MARIE
NEUBARTH
,
ADOLPH
CARUBA, JANE A
HUMMEL,
CAROLYN
FILIPEK , MARILYN
ROZKUSZKA, KENNETH
NEUMA NN, ROBERT
LANDGRAF, JEROLY
CARUTfj_ERS, CARL
FINSTAD, SANDRA
IANNOTTI, GLORIA
RUIZ, NILDA
·•NEVES,
'CYNTHIA
F
LANGE,
ARTHUR
D
CASCIO, AN1." h0NY
F I SHER, STEVEN• D
INGRAM, JUDITH A
RUSH, JOANE
NIEMCZYCKA , MART
FLETCHER, TODD V
LARSON, SUSAN G
CASEY , KATHLEEN
I
OV
INELLI,
J
OHN
RYAN , JAMES F
FLORKOWSKI , HENRY
NIKOLICH, KATHRY
LATUSZEK, PAUL D
CATES , PAUL W
IRMITER , MARGARET
KATHLEEN A
NITZ, CAROL A
LAUERMAN, DAVID
FLORSHEIM, CYNTH
CERNOK , ROBERT A
ISRAEL, ALVIN
RYAN, MICHAEL T
NOCEK, NANCY .A
LAVRIN, JANICE
FORD , JAMES E
CHALMERS, DENNI S
Al :.'::HT, NADINE
Ah.AHAM, DWAINE
ADAM, MICHAEL ·G
ADAMS, NANCY M
ADELMAN, BEVERLY
AICHLER , SAMUEL
ALENIK , WAYNE D
ALEX, MARYE
A_LFAFARA, NICHOi..
ALLEN, DONALD
.", LLI SON, ANNE
ALPORT, TERRY
Af!EISMEIR, BRUCE
AMODEO , RICHARD
ANDERSEN , S IS SA ·,:
ANDERSON, J OHN 1·'.
ANENEN, CATHY M
ANK IEWI CZ, J OHN
ANNUNZIO, ,JOSEPH
APFEL, GLORIA S
ARSIER, MICHAEL
ATHERTON, KAREN
AUBRY, FRANKE
AUER , ELIZABETH
AUER , MARILYNN
BAHL, ANTHONY
BAHL , JUDITH
BAILEY, BONNi i:: B
BALCOM, MARY K
BALDYGA, WILLIAM
BARKER, EDW~RD F
BARKES , GEORGE J
BARNES , TfjOMASIN
BARTOSE, LINDA J
BADER, ROGER
BASS, HANS A
BAUER, CAROL A
BAUMAN, JAMES A
BAXTER , LESLYNE
BECKER, JANIS J
BECKER, RHONDA L
BEIERS!>ORF, JEAN
BENNri:::KE , RICHARD
BENSON, MARYE
BERG, DOLORES E
BERGER, LOUISE .M
BERGER , PAUL ERNEST
BERNSTEIN, ALAN

RYBICKI, VINCENT
RYBOWICZ, "PATRIC
RYDBERG, DONALD
SAA.R I MA, JOHN I
SAJDAK , PHILIP W
SALTZMAN , TERRY
SAMPSON, GERALD
SANDBERG , CAROL
SANDERS, FRANCES
SANTORE , MARGARET
SASS, CANDACE L
SASSO '. AGNES M
SATO, PEGGY
SAU L, BONITA L
SCHACHTER , EDITH
SAGER, BEVERLY
SCHAP, GLEN A
SCHEAFFER , RENEE
SCHENWAR, JEROME
SCH IDDELL, BETTY
SC HIEREN, LAWRENCE
SCHMITT, KIM A
SCHRAfl, GERALD
SCHROEDER, SUSAN
SCHUBERT, ALFRED
SCHULER, HELEN J
SCHULTZ, SHEILA
SCHULTZ, SUSAN
SCHUPACK, DIANA
SCHURTER, LEON A
.SCHWAB , ILENE S
SCHAB, THOMAS E
SCHWARTZ, FLORA
SCHWEET , SHERRY
SEBASTIAN, CATHY
SEBASTIAN, SHAR◊N
SEGAL, JACOB
SEIDEN.STICKER, L
SEILER, JOHN R
SEK, URSULA M
SEREG I, CLARE M
SEYDEL , LIBBIE D
SHAPIRO, LYNNE
SHARAFUDDIN , EBR
SHA.STAL , J OHN
SHEERS , RAYMOND
SHERMAN, ALAN M
SHERMAN , RICHARD
SHERMAN, SUSAN M
SH IELD S , THOMAS
SHINDER'IAN , MINA
SINCLAIR , B DENN
SINGER, BETTY
SIROTI AK , CHRIST
SKINNER , RICHARD
SKONBERG, J OSEPH
SO NZA, NOVERA
SOUTHGATE, SUSAN
SOVE , PATRICIA A
SPARKMAN , SHIRLE
SPA.THI S , PEGGY
SPEIRS , KENT
~nrr~AN;Ufi~~N
SPIVY, SADIE L
SPREITZER, WILLIAM
SPROAT, :,UDY
ST ANTOINE, ROBERT
STALMAH , LINDA
STAMAS , DENET
STANIEC , DIANE
STARR , ROBERT E
STEINER , CAROL 13
STEINHAG EN, EDNA
STEINMAN , NOR'IAN
STILLMANK , MILDRED
STONE , LINDA I
SUCHIN , HELEN
SULL IVAN, CATHER INE
SULTAN , ROBIN
SURGES , RAYMOND
SWIATKOWSKI, DAN
SZAFALOW IC Z , EUGENE
SZCZEPANIK, EILEEN
SZEWS , BARBARA
SZUDZINSKI, RHOD
SZYDLICK, EDWARD
TA.DAVICH, CHARLE
TADIN, TERRENCE
TAFT, AGNES A
TARCZON, THOMAS

TAYLOR, GREGORY
TEM KIN, TED M
THEIS, CHRI STA M
THOMAS, JUDITH
THOMSEN, GLENN
THOMSEN, KURT 0
THOMSEN, MARK J
THORNE, DANIEL W
TIEFENBACH, ELLE
TIETZ, DANIELE
TLUCZEK, NANCY J
TOBIA.SKI, JAflES
TOMASZEK, PATRICIA
TONIKA, ,JOYCE
TORREBLANCA, FRA
TORTORICI, LINDA
TRAFICANTI, JOSE
TRAVERSA , RICHARD
TRIFILIO, DONNA
TROK, STEPHEN W
TRUPPA, THOMAS P
TSI ONES, VICKY
•TURLO, KATHLEEN
TYLUS, JOHN W
TYTU S, LISA 0
UNGER', JUDY L
URBANSK I, PAULL
USALIS, DIANA
UZAROWSKI, URSUL
VACHULA, RICHARD
VAIL, MICHELLE M
VALENTINO, FRANC
VELISSAR I S, CHR I
VENTURINI, MARTI
WACHOLZ, KATHERINE
WALDHIER, MARY K
WALLER, BARBARA
WALLS TEN, SUSAN
WARE, DOUGLAS J
WATKISS , ELAINE
•IATSON, DELORES
WEBB, MARGUERITE
WEINER , PATRICIA S
WEINER, RU TH L
WEISS, EUGENE
WELLEK , MICHAEL
WENDORF, ALEXAND
WENNERHOLM , ROY
WESTGAARD, ROBERT
WES TMAN, BARBARA
WESTMAN , GARY •
WHITCOMB , JUDITH
WHITESELL, VICKI
.WILDES, ROBERTA
WILLCOX, ELISABETH
WILLIAMS, PAUL R
WILLIAMS , TEDDY
WILSON,JOSEPHINE
WISNIEWSKI, DIANE
WISNIEWSJ:l, THOMAS E
WLODAREK, DONNA
WNUK, LYNDA L
WODNIAKOWSKI, MA
WOJCIK, DOROTHY
WOLF, NANCY
WOLMAN, ARNOLD
WRABEL, KENNETH
WY SOCKI , JEROME
YAGNI S I S , JAMES
YAMAMOTO , AM Y
YOUNG , CHARLE S L
YOUNG , THOMA S A
ZACCONE , RI CHARD
ZALIN SKI , SHAWN
ZALOUDEK, RONALD
ZAVOSKEY , MICHAEL
ZDANOWI CZ, MARCI
ZEMEL, SHELLY
ZERVAKOS , GEORGE
ZERVAKOS , ,TAMES
ZICKEFOOSE , DAVI
ZIEGLER , LORRAINE
ZIELINSKI , ROBERT
ZIENTEK , CAMILLE
ZIENTEK, DANUTA S
ZIMINSKI , ELIZABETH
ZUCEK, MICHAEL N
ZUCKERMAN , SHARON NAN
ZUKER'IAN, SHERRI SUE
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ITALY
by Delia P. Casas
Spanish Major

The celebration of the Nativity of Jesus
Christ was established by Pope Julius I in
the fourth century and soon became the
most popular and most important of all
church festivities.
In Italy such celebration was characterized first by the reproduction in the main
Basilicas of Rome of the place in Bethlehem where the Infant Jesus was born. It
consisted of a grotto, a manger, a crib in
which was Infant Jesus, a cow and a donkey, over the grotto the guiding star which
had led the shepherds to the place of the
Nativity. The reproduction of said place
became more and more elaborate through
the centuries and in the 9th century it is
reported that Pope Gregorius the IV had
one constructed with gold and silver
s?eets. From the main basilicas the custom
was extended to the other Churches in
R,o_mi:: a.~_d from Rome all-over Italy.
· Many traditions are connected with this
celebration: that of the fountain of oil
which sprung from the Church of Santa
Maria in Trastevere, right at the time of
the birth of Jesus: the belief that the crib,
the straw, the child's vestments, the house
itself in which Jesus was born, are the
original ones and are those which are
shown at the Basilica of Santa Maria Maggiore.
The tradition tells that at the exact time
of the birth of Jesus the Roman Emperor
Augustus heard a prodigious voice which
said: Here is the Ara Coeli (Haec est Ara
Coeli) - Ara Coeli means the Altar of the
Sky, and the famous church of Ara Coeli
so dear to the Romans was built there.
The crib or "presepe" became always
more elaborate and in the 12th and 13th
century an artificial little mountain was
con.s truCted in the Churches from which
the three Wise Men would descend with
their servants to bring their gifts to the
Infant, while the shepherds would arrive
from the valley.
It was St. Fr.a ncis of Assisi in the I 3th
Century who made popular the "presepe".
In Naples they were so developed that
they reached sometimes a real artistical
form.
The figu rines of the shepherds, animals,
ki ngs, a nd of all the accessories to the
presepe were made by famo us artists. T he
well-known sculptors Peter and John Alemanni made 48 figurines for the presepe of
the church of San Giovanni a Carbonara
in Naples.
In Sicily, together with the tradition of
the presepe, a sacred representation is
made by living persons. In Castro Reale,
in province of Messina Sicily, near the
Church a representation is made to which
participants are the shepherds and the
three Kings who bring gifts to the Infant
Jesus.
Rich cribs in coral and ivory are at the
Pepoli Museum in Trapani, Sicily. One in
· wax is at the Museum of Siracusa, Sicily.
The sub_ject of the Nativity of Jesus inspired also many great Italian artists of the
Renai ssance from Raphael to minor painters, and many such paintings are to be
found m the Italian museums or in private
collections. But now this art is almost extinct ex9ept for the wood-carving indu stry
of Val Gardena, in the Dolomites, where

they still make figurines for the presepe.
Most of the sets are now made in plaster
for distribution all over the world.
Another tradition which was kept for
many centuries in Southern Italy was that
of "bag-pipers" who used to come to the
large cities from their small hamlets in the
mountains, and went around the streets
playing · special Christmas songs. They
were rewarded by the people with donations of money or goods. Until 1940 some
bag-pipers could still be seen around the
streets of Naples and Rome, but this tradition is slowly vanishing. The bag-pipers
were the symbol of the shepherds who
went to Bethlehem to adore the Infant
Jesus.
In Sicily, even today, the bag-pipers are
going around, but in lesser number, as
they receive strong competition from
small orchestras composed mainly of blind
players, usually two violins, one basso,
and a trombone, who play "magnificat", a
"litany", and then the "Christmas Lullaby".
In Naples, until recently, during the
Christmas season, they used to play jn the
popular theatres a sacred drama entitled
"The Song of the Shepherds", which is
related to the Nativity of Jesus. This tradition also has vanished.
In Rome, the game of the "Oca" (goose)
is traditionally played on Christmas Eve.
It is a game reminiscent of the importance
which the geese on Capitol Hill played in
the defense of Rome, at the time Rome was
attacked by Gauls.
·
Of all the Christian Italian traditions,
one which seems to have a connection
.with that of the Nordic peoples, the
Christmas Tree, is one practiced in Tuscany and called "The Feast of the Log". At
Christmas time it is customary to have a
big log to be burned in the firep lace. T his
log is first decorated with candles, little
flags, flowers, toys and candies for the
children, and presents for the grownups.
After the distribution of the gifts, the log is
stripped of the decoratio ns and burned in
the fi replace. In the country the children
have a strawman carrying an empty basket. He is placed outside the window and
they expect passersby and frien ds to put a
gift in the basket.
We also have Christmas trees, but mostly, we have in each home the stable and
the crib. T he night before C hristmas we
love to go to · twelve o'clock Mass and
after church service we have a big buffet
dinner. We believe that the little Jesus will
bring presents to us, although this is not
the important thing of Christmas Day. We
do not believe in Santa Claus, but instead
we celebrate the 6th of January which is
called the Befana Day.
The Befana is the Italian Santa Claus.
The Befana is a little old lady with a
hunch back, who is hundreds and hun-1
dreds of years old . She goes around the
world flying on a broom-stick which is just
as old as she is. The night of the 5th of
January she goes down the chimney and
leaves presents for all the good children,
poor and rich. She will leave only black
coal to bad children, but naturally there
are no bad children in Italy during the
Christmas holidays because every child
wants the Befana to go to hi s home that
night.

•c. 10, 1969
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by Dorette Walner
This holiday, commerating the birth of
Christ, was set by the Church in the 4th
century. It is principally celebrat~d by religious ceremonies and family dinners. The
towns and cities are all decorated with
Christmas trees .
The sho p windows of the big Parisian department stores compete with one another
in fabulous displays of animated figures . A
day spent visiting and comparing the exhibits is practically a must for all parents.
Celebrations begin on C h ristmas Eve
with the decorating of the Christmas tree
with toys, gifts, a nd colored lights; and with
th1, preparation of the Manger with small
figurines representing Jesus, Mary, and J oseph , the cow , the donkey, and the shepherds. In some regions, and particularly in
Provence, the Manger is also furnished
wi th little painted clay figures called "santons", which represent not only the Biblical
characters but also the people of the village:
the mayor, the priest, the policeman, the
butcher, the banker, the miller, the farmer ,
etc.
Mangers are also placed in all the
churches.
At midnight, everyone attends the three
Christmas masses, then returns home for a
late supper during which it is traditional to
slice a cake in the form of a Yule log made
for the occasion.
In the morning, the children get up, all
excited, to see the gifts which Santa Claus,
called Father Christmas (Pere Noel), has
left in t heir shoes before the firep lace. The
whole family gat hers around the tree for the
exchange of gifts a nd packaged candies .
from the decorations.
Christmas is the favorite French holiday,
and it is observed in each province with picturesqueJocal customs which give a touch
of originality to this festive celebration.

CUBA
Christmases in Cuba were much like they
are in Spain and in most parts of SpanishAmerica. Most Cubans are Catholics and
this gave the Christmas season an air of religiousness.
The whole season was characterized by
an atmosphere of happi.ness and friendliness all around. Many decorations and religious motifs adorned most of the houses
and public buildings .
The main dates of the season were Christmas Eve, C hri stmas Day, and the day of
Epiphany . On Christu,as Eve there was the
traditional dinner with the roasted pork and
also maiiy sweets , dried fruits , and wines
imported from Spain .
C hristmas Day itself was more of a religious da y. It was considered as a day of family togetherness.
The climax of the season was t he day of
Epiphany, J a nuary 6th. Historically, thi s is
the day when the three Kings brought gi fts
to the C hild Jesus. For our kids it was~
rejoi cin g day beca use they received the ir
prese nt too. T his day meant for us the end of
the Christmas season.
T he reason why I have u sed the past tense
in this art icle is that t he w hole idea of
C hristmas has been modified by the present
gove rnment of Cuba. As a ma tter of fact the
date itself has been postponed, beli eve it or
not. until next July .
Ca rl os Garcia

Russian C hristmas is J anuary 7th, which
is December 25th in the Julia n Calendar.
As all Russian Holidays, it is very colorful
and festive .
The celebration starts Christmas Ev~ on
January 6th, which is Fast Day. According
to tradition, nobody eats before the appearence of the first star (thus remembering the
day when people learned of the Birth of
Christ when a bright star ap peared in the
sky.)
The evening meal consists of many types
of fish , red beet soup with mushrooms, _and
"pierogi " (pies filled with rice and fish).
The meal ends with "koutia" (a sort of
wheat or rice pudding cooked with raisins,
nutmeats and honey, served with dried
fruits cooked in water with cinnamon and
cloves and sugar.)
The Christmas tree is decorated with
candy, walnuts covered with foil , small tan. gerines, gingerbread cookies, small red apples, streamers and lights.
Groups of young childre n carry lighted
stars and visit nearby houses, where they
sing carols for which they receive candy,
cookies and nuts.
The Russians also have a Sant a Klaus
but his name is "Old M~n Fro~tf '
~ -.
Rojdestvom Khristov1m !
(Merry Christmas!)
Alexandra Pawlukowsky

s

O n C hristmas Eve, a table covered with a
white tablecloth will be set with 2 lighted
candles symbolizing the 2 Persons in the
Holy Trinity awaiting the birth of Christ,
the 3rd Person which is symbolized by.
straw in between the two candles on w h ich
the •father or head of the family places a
square wafer. He then lights a third candle.
Then the head of the family takes the wafer,
breakes it into pieces, extends his blessings
and well wishes of the holidays to his wife,
who in turn passes it to all their children or
any other persons sitting at the table. The
passing of the wafer is called the Vigilia.
After Grace has been said, a meal usually
consisting of home made potato soup, or
fish of any kind, dumplings (pierogi) filled
with cheese, mushrooms, or fr uit, sauer
kraut, and mushrooms, fancy pancakes
fill~d with different cheeses or jellies, barley
and prune pudding with sweet cream, coffee and milk , is served . Home made bread,
egg roll twist, fruitcake or cookies called
marzipans, mixed nuts a nd oranges are set
out for dessert.
After supper, carols a re sung. Some
people attend church service or Midnight
Mass, afte r which the child ren sit a round
the bright Christmas tree sin ging and happily receiving and exchan ging gifts. N o
matter how late, neighbors vis it each other.
This symbolizes the words t hat we are a ll
brothers of C hrist a nd P eace and Good Will
will be amon g us always.
There is a legend to tease the chi ldre n
that if they we re good, oranges a nd nuts
wou ld be left fo r them in tlreir stockings. If
they misbehaved a pi ne cone would be left
in place of the nuts and oranges. Every time
the Pine Co ne woul d be handled throughout t he yea r, the courseness and pinchi ng to
the hands wou ld remind the child to look
forwa rd to the next Christmas in receiving
the goodies. Sometimes a piece _of coal
would be substituted for the pine cone .
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"West Side Story"
tonight
Auditor.i um

8:30
CINEMA THEATRE
CHICAGO at MICHIGAN

Phone: 944-5666

OF BEAUTY, SEX, AND LOVE:
" 'More' probably contains more footage of
naked bodies than any other film that has made it
past Plymouth Rock. It's strong stuff. A powerful
movie about drugs. Mimsy Farmer as Estelle, is one
of the real baddies of all time, a totally amoral
person cavorts in the nude, lies, steals, makes love
to girls, and destroys every man who falls in love
with her."
-The Sunday New York Times
"A very beau ti fu I, very
romantic movie."
-New York Times
" ' More' is tough, candid
stuff, clearly among the
good ones."
- National Obsery er

X Adults 18 & over
Students $2,00 with I. D. Cord
Keir Dullea stars in " de Sade," opening Dec. 19, at the Mc Vickers

MATT'S OLD TRUNK
COFFEE .HOUSE

TALK,
COFFEE,
FOLK MUSIC
ADMISSION: One can-of food or buy it at the door

COME .T01107 W. Winnemac
Bethany Church Basement
Ashland & Winnemac

Proceeds Go To:
Young Patriots Food Program

every day but Saturday

THESE PEOPLE HAVE NOT BEEN
MEASURED FOR CAP & GOWN
FOR GRADUATION

BACHELORS DEGREE
'Alenik, Wayne
Baine, Ruthie
Bookstein, Harvey
Cohen, Daniel
Drucker, Karen
· Fredrickson, Janice
Glad son, Kathleen
Hughes, Rosa
James, Edward
James, Thomas
Kaden, Eleanor
Kemp, Walter
Lonze, Thomas
Marshall, Helen
Michoulam, Rhoda
Negron, Eddie
Paeth, Beverly
Paoletti, Fernando
Quimby, Victoria
Skonberg, Joseph
Williams, John ·
Wodniakowski, Marv

MASTERS DE.GREE
Peter Cordt
Monica Dreuth
Penelope Duke
Robert Ferrantelli
Margaret Morrisroe
Marion Rice
Patrick Rogers
Florence Stefanik .
Ronald Smith
William Smith
Joel Tabachnick

~
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Stagepla_yers C·a ll Final Meet
geplayer's production. " President Gorg
Bob Gorg, Stageplayer's president, prewent on to suggest more organization and a
sided at the final meeting of the trimester at
stage-manager for the next production.
I p.m. Tuesday, Dec. 2, in Room E09. The
Russell Smolin said, "The avant garde
main purpose of the meeting was to determine how to allocate funds from the Glen ·show was a unique experience for the actor
in that characterization was not the primary
Bass Benefit performance of " America,
concern of the actor but rather the creation
Hurrah ."
of an ensemble feeling within the cast was of
Glen Bass is the NISC night watchman
greater significance and importance to the
who was assaulted several months ago. It
success of the show than individual recogwas decided that the $204 from ticket
ni tion or characterization . 'America, Hurreceipts and $50 from donations would be
rah' required intricate choreography and
allocated for the fund from the Nov . 14 pertiming."
formance.
"America, Hurrah" was described by
Apprentice members who have become
Barbara Smolin as a "real director show."
Stageplayers are Dorothy Goldberg, Rob"The actor had to create for himself. A
erta Thomas, Sharon Mark, Gary Porto,
show like th is could be dated because vio- '
Susan Griffin, Carolyn Nielsen, Bob
Brown and Linda Collins.
· lence is so common today . Violence is born
from materialism . Nothing is human."
From Bob Gorg's point of view, "'AmerT he next Stageplayer's production will
ica, _Hurrah' was semi-successful as a Stabe "Th ieves Carnival."

D EBATERS WIN TWO AW ARDS
N ISC participated in debates at Bradley
University, Peor.ia; last week. The NI SC
Forensics Union brought home two
awards.
The two teams debated ·in five rounds
each as well as entering individual events .
O ne a rgued affirmat ively; the other, negatively.

an award of excellence by participating in
oratory .
Miss George Foster, director of N ISC
Fore nsics, and Miss Nancy Richardson,
assistant debate coach , accompanied the
teams.

Marty Zelenietz, who participated in extemporaneous speaking, won a n award of
excellence. Elaine Gertler also rec~i ved

:!IP..-••'•••*•••-~-••••••~•

Term Papers - Theses typed ·
: lJeJ.t 7toeatSltop :•
IBM typewriter
: FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS •
50c per Page
* 3358 WEST BRYN MAWR AVE. :
•

Call M,rs. Cohen
338-5242

*
*

..............
:

~.~,...

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60645
PHONE 478-6276
·
NICK G. KATSOULIS

"Popular People .
*
*
Read Print''

.• •

~

DOUBLE
S&H &REEN STAMPS •,,

With ANY GAS Purchase
iNY DAY of the Week
588-9365

Dufours Den
SPECIALIZING I~ LUNCHES

COCKTAIL HOUR
Every Tuesday

588-9850
NICKEL NIGHT
4 p.m. to 7 p·. m.

· •TUNE-UPS

• TRANSIISSIONS

·•
•
•
.•
•
•

•

.. STAN AaD

BREAICES RELINED
RADIATORS
WHEEL ALIGNIENT
EXHAUST SYStEIIS
HANDIASH
TIRES • BATTERIES

FACTORY AUTHORIZto
SALES & SERVICE
IARKIV
FRI GI KING
SAIE DAY SERVICE
& INSTALLATIONS
SERVICE ON ALL IAKES
& MODELS & ALL
FACTORYJ_NSTALLED UNITS

AUTO AIR
CONDITIONING

CHICAGO BEARS HOME GAMES
TELEVISED IN COLOR
6213 N. MILWAUKEE, CHICAGO
open 11:30
·792-2129
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the
Dave
Green
Report
First of all. reprinted in this column this week will be the story of a poor sportswriters
climb to obscurity in the world of Pong. Since last weeks paper was in short supply I
thought maybe some of you who missed it might ~a nt to read it. I would like to say
reprinted by popular demand but I don 't know the meaning of those words. Here it is.
The day was bright and the gym was
bat hed in sunshine last Tuesday when the
intra-mural Table Tennis Tournament was
held here at Northeastern . But not a ray of.
sun shone on me that fateful day . For you
see old Dave Green lost.
Yes, friends , my bubble was burst. I entered the tournament with confidence and
ex ited a beaten man.
There were th irty-two men participating
in the competit ion. They were paired off
and the eliminations started. I was put up
against Ron Middleton. The two of us were
assigned a table and commenced to practice
for about five minutes . We knocked the ball
back and forth a few times, practiced the
regulation serve and generall y loosened up.
T hen Ron asked that question , .. Do you
want to start ?" I had no a lternative other
than to reply, .. Yes, I guess rm ready as I'l l
ever be."
We volleyed for the service. I lost. (Foreshadowing what was to come) The game
was about to begin. I was going to say a
short prayer but forgot who the patron saint
of Ping Pong players was, so I didn't. Ron
served . I returned . (that surprised the hell
out of me) Ron returned my shot. I flubbed .

The score stood at 1-0. Ron rolled through
his service ar:id part of mine before I finally
scored a point. My point came when Ron
returned my service too hard and missed the
table. The score stood at 7-1.
I played the rest of t his game in typical
looser style and the final score was 21-6. As
you can see I did manage to put six big
points on the scoreboard .
Since the elimination contests were the
best out of three games, Ron and .I switched
sides and started the second game. By now I
was in the process of resigning myself to
loosing. But fate played a vicious trick on
me. It gave me hope. Halfway th rough the
second contest, after capitalizing on a series
of good breaks and dumb luck , I was wi n- .
ning 15 - 13.1 thought I might beabletowin.
Imagine that. I had a good chance of taking
thi s game from Ron. With this feeli ng pulsing through me; I proceeded to loose . 2 117 . I was el iminated.
I congratulated .Ron and we reported our
score to Coach Faloona who moved Ron to
the second bracket and scratched me off the
list .
I walked dejected ly out of the gym.

BASKETBAL L- VARSITY SCHEDULE
December

2
6
9
11
17-18
19~

lanuary

9- 10
14
17
28
30
31

Febru.wy

3
IO

13
14
17
20
21
25
27

Kendall College
University of Dubuque
Judson College
Illinois Tech .
McKendrie Tournament
Roosevelt U ni ,,.ersity

Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away

7':45
7:45
7:45
8:00
8 :00
7:45

Albert Lea C0llege
Tourney (Minn.)
Chicago State College
Western Illinois University
St. Proco))ius Colle~e
Wayne S tate University (Mich,)
Willia m Pen n Colle~e (la.)

Away

8 :00

Away
Away
Home
Home
Home

7:45
8 :0D
7 :45
7:45
7 :45

Away
Ho me_
Home
Away
Ho me

8 :00
7:45
7:45
8:00
7:45

Away
A way
H o me
H o me

8:00 EST
8 :00 EST
8:00
7:45

Le w is College
Roosevelt University
Illi nois Tech.
Judson College
University of W isconsin
(Parkside Campus)
Michigan Lu theran College
Way ne State Unive rsity
Loras College (l a.)
C hicago State College
BASKET BALL-FROSH SC H E D ULE

Decembe r

9
13

Judson College
Notre D ame U.

Home
Away

5:45
6:00 EST

January

12
27
28

Lo yola U.
DePaul U niversity
Marquette University

A way
A way
H ome

7:00
6 :00
5:45

5

Loyola University

Home

7 :00

9

Marquette University
Judson College

Away
Away

5:45
6 :00

DePaul U.niversity

Home

February

14
17
17

· 5 :45

GOLDEN EAGLES ·WIN OPENER;
BEAT KENDALL 66-63

As promised here is a little something about the Porn Porn Squad. They are bigger than
last year. T hey fil l the court with twelve pu lsating bodies of femininity.
I was going to give the girls a hard time a nd poke some fun at them, but there's a lot of
them and they might beat me up. Keep up the good work girls.

Joe Rossi is the school Table Tennis Cha mpion . He won the title by defeating Steve
Dezurko 3 to I in a best of five series.
Steve won the first game a nd then Joe took three games in a row. The last one was tied at
20-20 but Rossi was able to come through in the clutch and win 22-20.

Well the first week of basketball is over he re at Northeastern . The teams record stands
at I- I.
·
· ·
·.
We have not looked all that good however. When Coach Gulan said the team needs a lot
of work he wasn't under-estimating the situation . The Golden Eagles have looked bad in
the first two games. Their passing and shooting ability leaves something to be desired.
During the game again~t Kendall College which we were fortpnate to win (almost gave
that one away to an mfenor team) a friend of mine made this observation "\Vhat are we
going to do when we play a real team'?" He didn't have long to find out. T h~ University of
Dubuque came to Northeastern and walked to an easy victory.
The team obvious)y needs work, they seem to move the ball adequately but can't get t he
ba ll through the hoop.
For a short team the eagles are agressive enough under the boards, with Czekalski a nd
Williams doing most of the rebounding. George Kee hn is a good playmaker and runs the
team well.
But ~hen the tea~1 i:uns up against a good defense which needs a good outside shot to
!oosen It u~, there 1sn t an accurate gu nner on the team . The tea m would be improved
immensely 1f a fellow who could shoot a consistent 50-60 from the field could be found.
1:"hen again that may be wishful thinking a nd the Eagles will just have to do their best
wi th what they have . We' ll hav'e to out hustle everybody we play.
Well people this is the last report of the tri mester.
Be seeing you after the Christmas break.
Have a great holiday and remember:
Stick wit h those Sox.

There were two minutes left on the
scoreboard clock, the Golden Eagles were
down 62-59, they had the ball and needed
a fast score to stay in the game.
Norm Thomas got the ball .underneath
the basket, a Kendall player was all over
him, somehow he managed to get the ball
up and through the hoop for the crucial
cwo points. Thomas was also fouled on the
pla-y and could tie the game up with a
free-throw. He did .
Kendall came running back a nd in their
haste lost the ball to Northeatern and in
the process fouled George Keehn. George
was at the line with an opportunity to p ut
the Golden Eagles a head . H e was shooting one o n one and sunk both pre ssure-packed free-throws. T he score was
now NISC 64-Kendall 62. There were 43
seconds left o n the clock.
Down came Kendall again. This time
Jim Williams fo uled Ted Gutt of Kendall
and Ted stepped up to the free-throw line
with the chance to pull his team within
one point of Northeastern. He did and
there were now 3 I seconds left in the
game.
Tom Coticchio brought the ball back up
court a nd before he could do anything he
found himself standing at t he free-throw
li ne with a c ha nce to give the Golden ·
Eagles a three point lead. With the clock

standing at 21 seconds he calmly sunk
both sh9ts. 66-63.
Two more Kendall players were given a
chance at the free-throw line and both
shots were missed. The last one fell off the
rim with three seconds left and before
Tom Coticchio could dribble three feet the
buzzer sounded the end of the game.
Northeastern had won . The final score
was 66-63 .
Coach Gulan's team had won its first
game of the season, but as the coach said
after the game, "we need a lot of work."
Sloppy playing could describe the first 38
minutes of the contest. Niether team could
shoot, pass or dribble with effiency. There
were many turnovers and nobody seemed
to want control of the game.
Northeastern came -the closest to running away with the game in the first nine
minutes of the game. In that time they
pulled to the biggest lead of the game,
19-11. Kendall, however, came back with
seven straight points and from that point
on niether team could gain the upper hand.
The leading scorer of the game was
Tom Colicchio, Nor theastern first string
G uard. H is driving layups sparked the
Eagle attack. S tan Keith led the Kendall
shooters with eighteen points.

THE FLIP_ SIDE
3314 W . FOSTER• 478- 1490
STEREO L. P.'s-$3.19
8-TRACK TAPES-$5 .50
MONAURAL L.P.'s-$1 .00

HOU RS: .
DA ILY 10 -5:-30
MON & TH U R .1 0 -9
SAT 10-5

25c

offo~ ·a

$3 Purchase with
this ad!

TRS TICKETRON· •ELECTRONIC TICKET OFFIC E

·-
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EAGLESDROPSECONDDUBUQUE ROMPS 84-64
Before the season started Coach Gulan
said that the teams the Golden Eagles
· would be playing this season would be of
a higher caliber than previous seasons. If
the University of Dubuque is any indication of that statement, then the Golden
Eagles are in for a long, long, long winter.
The University of Dubuque outclassed
the NISC five in the Eagles second game
of the season. The final score was 84-64
and believe me it wasn't that close.

signalling the intermission the score stood
35-28.
Then at the start of . the second half
the Spartans took command. During one
segment outscoring the Eagles 13-2 and
from that point on the outcome was never
in doubt.
Coach Ron Davison then substituted
freely giving his freshmen some playing
experience. The final score was 84-64.

This year's winner of the Jim Bryan perserverance award goes to Mr. Tony Wiszowaty, the first democratically e lected official to abdicate from office. Last year's
winner, you'll remember, was Melville
Crotch, who, after waiting in line for fifteen
years to get a birth certificate; suffered a
major setback and died. Mr. Crotch still
firmly refuses to move and many be seen
daily at the bureau of vital statistics.

Northeastern stayed relatively close
during the first half. When the buzzer rang
NORTHEASTERN
FG
4
Keehn
Czekalski
5
I
Coticchio
Jovic
0
Thomas
2
5
Williams,
J.
Brown
I
Rossie
2
Melendez
I
Bass
0
McKenny
0

FT
3-5
2-3
5-6
1-2
3-5
3-5
2-4
0-1
1-2
2-2
0-0

5
0
3
2
0
0
0
I
2

TP
11
12
6
I
7
13
4
4
3
2
0

22-35

19

64

PF
I
::,

One of my diligent readers dropped off
this golden bit of philosophy for Dave
Green concerning his ping-pong playing:
"That's the way the ball bounces!"
News flash! Oz Village officials have announced their intention· to resurface all
roads in the area with a more practical allweather asphalt.
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Coach Gulan
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Xmas -is rolling around and all good
giving, so that all might someday benefit.
Xmasnics should be thinking about getting
a tree to decorate. Well, you guessed it.·
Just to throw a wrench in the wreath, I
With all the pollution problems and scares·
thought you might be interested in knowabout running out of natural resources, not
ing that Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer
even the Christmas tree has been spared.
has resigned 'due to ill health'. There's
So, in order to make sure that all future
only one application in for his replacement
generations, if there are or will be such
animals, can enjoy Christmas trees, we
·so far, and it's from a moose. Unless
must all begin to sacrifice a little. T his
someone else app lies soon, this creature
Xmas, buv or cut down a different type of
will get the position, provided he gets an
tree. For example, can't you just picture
antler-cut. By the way, he, too, is a wino,
an elm tree, (Dutch Elm Disease is opbut his name is Adolph.
tional) decorated with tinsel and popcorn?
A revision in a trad itional C hristmas
(Just ma ke sure you cut it down before
song (hot off the presses) : Dr. Hall with
Fall). And your imagination could run
boughs of Holly.
wild with something like a pear tree. If
By the way, did you hear about the aryou can't come up with a tree, why not
gument that Rudolph had with wife in
grab a bush . I understand that a ChanRussia? She said it was raining out and he
nukah bush looks really great with colored
bulbs on it. Or even candles and crosses.
said it wasn't, He replied, 'Rudolph the
Red knows rain, dear.'
·At any rate, give a little at this time of
:t::::::::::t::;::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::"::::::::::::::::::::!::
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c,me,
R IBS

To eat here or tatce out

Bratwurst & other "great"

C~mcool
Brn;led
P'ITC H ER-S
OF BEERUerns
O MPLIMENTARY PEANUTS

Modew.t Prices
O CKTAILS & H O T D RIN K S

Fv.
2741 W. Howard St, 973-09 90

ti

RoAR,NG'A~EPi:AcE ~
BA RBE CUE

Open from lunch till 2 A .M .
7 days a we•lc
AMPLE FREE PARK ING

1447 N. Wells

For all you clowns who complained
about the printer forgetting Sagittarius last
week, have your revenge. I forgot Aries,
Pisces, Aquarius and all those other stupid
names.
Well, Mondo has to go now, and get his
funny red suit cleaned. Yes, Virginia, yo
guessed it. Mondo Crypto really is .. .Why
did a certain girl-we-all-krtow's dog get a
pink leather coat for Ohannukah? What
will you get?What you deserve. I hope.

I
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Interstate 69 runs south from Angola, Indiana through Fort Wayne to Indianapolis.
Occasionally everyone needs someone or
something more than they/it needs them.
The following are a few of those instances:
those instances:
··
I . You need to catch a cold far more than
it needs to catch you.
2. As much as you may deny it, you need
a valve job...
·

3. Remember when catalinas were flying
boats?
4. Somewhere at the bottom of a fishmonger's bin waits a mackerel just meant
for you.
5 . You need indirect lighting. Some of
your ideas aren't too bright.
'
6. You need to polish an apple more than
it needs to polish you.
7. Your salvation lies in a tongue sandwich. Any tongue will do.
8. You need a laugh suppressor as well as
a new harmonica. (Think about it)
9. You need a road map of Delaware
more than you need that silly bust of Grover
Cleveland.
10. NISC needs a girl cymbal player. Not
all girls can play cymbals .
. I I . You need new spectacles. The last
spectacle you made of yourself was a c ....
12. You need a new nose pick for your
guitar.
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For all you died-in-the-wool conservatives, here's the traditional Mondo
Crypto!

664-2393

H
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7letut
SiJ
Dear Readers;
Since the Christmas, New Years, and Chanukah seasons are approaching and my aunt
has arrived from Spokane I, Dear Sid, have decided to answer it all. Every problem you,.._
could possibly have will be answered today. Any problem I have ever had will be told,
answered, dissected and pi:inted. That is if the maintanence staff of NISC will finally be
able to tell the difference between garbage and "The Print". Oh yes. I, Sid Sisters, will
graduate from these hallowed halls before the first issue of the Print for 1970 will come out.
But, because I am dedicated to problems, I will take time out from my new job as a bouncer
at a Cicero strip joint to answer your silly thoughts.
Pious; Remember, it is much easier to convert from being Lutheran to Roman Catholicism, than to try to go from being Lutheran to being Jewish. As the church people say, to
convert to J udaism you also have to rearrange your entire weekend and in the winter miss
NCAA football on ABC. Sorry about that Chris and Bud.
Aunt Rose; A bandaid is a medical instrument used to cover up little hurts. It should not
be used to smut up Uncle Harold when he is telling dirty stories.
Supreme Delight; Follow the Yellow Brick Road. It may lead to the enjoyment and
Martha. If not make a left turn at the fourth stoplight, turn and get to the nearest pay phone
and find her address. She is really fun.
Zoo Keeper: Remember that 6 x 9 equals 54.
Tim; Play your cards right and you may get a used 1948 model.
Sickly; Have you ever met Charles Atlas? He was once a 97 lb. weakling and now is just
all excited about kicking some sand in your face.
Draft Dodger; Gen. Hershey the ex boss is looking for someone to drive him through
Canada this summer. For further information contact Richard Nixon, Washington, D.C.
Finally for all the many people who have written in and asked this question : Why, oh
why oh, why did you ever leave Ohio? I answer. I never left Ohio. I left 2038 Seagirt Ave,
just 2 thrilling blocks away from the San Andaous fault.
~
Richard; I refuse to give you David Frye's address. A sk Spiro to call the phone operator
and ask her for her rank, age, sex, and party affiliation.
Just released and ready to go. Sid's 234567890 page booklet to tell you all the records
sold by Goldblatts last month. For further information write; Disc Press, 23450 Southeast
23450 Plaza, Rye, Vodka and Gin Wyoming. If the mailman can carry it, you w;~• ~et it
airmail, just in time for Good Friday or April 13, 1970.
Happy New Year and May your Holiday Season be a happy and rewarding one for you
and your fa mily arid friends.
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